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Mass loss from the world’s ice sheets is one of the largest sources of uncertainty in sea-

level rise projections for the 21st century. One way to improve sea-level rise projections is to better 

understand the processes driving past ice-sheet mass loss. This dissertation investigates past 

changes in ice flow for two regions: (1) Helheim and Kangerlussuaq Glaciers, two fast-flowing 

tidewater glaciers in Southeast Greenland, and (2) the Allan Hills Blue Ice Area, a slow-flowing 

blue ice area in East Antarctica. For both regions, I constrain changes in ice-sheet dynamics using 

geophysical observations and interpret those changes using numerical ice-flow models.  

At Helheim and Kangerlussuaq, I examine seasonal and interannual variations in surface 

velocity, elevation, and terminus position from 2001 to 2016. I show that glacier dynamics depend 

on the extent of floating ice near the terminus. Helheim’s grounded terminus calved small, 



 

 

nontabular icebergs, while Kangerlussuaq’s floating ice tongue calved large, tabular icebergs. 

Furthermore, terminus-driven, seasonal speedups and dynamic thinning were generally larger at 

Helheim than at Kangerlussuaq, likely due to its grounded rather than floating ice tongue. To 

interpret the observed changes at Helheim and Kangerlussuaq, I use inverse methods to investigate 

changes in basal conditions under the two glaciers. The basal shear stress under Helheim and 

Kangerlussuaq decreased or remained relatively constant during terminus-driven speedup events, 

suggesting that changes in the stress balance were generally supported outside of the region of fast 

flow. Finally, I use the inferred basal shear stresses to help constrain the form of the basal sliding 

law. 

At the Allan Hills Blue Ice Area, I combine ice-penetrating radar data, an ice-flow model, 

and age constraints to determine a potential site to drill a million-year-old ice core. I also show 

that thickness anomalies in the englacial stratigraphy suggest that glacier velocity was 30% of 

present-day values during the last glaciation. While the dynamics of the Allan Hills Blue Ice Area 

are likely unimportant for sea-level rise projections, an ice core from the region could provide 

insight into the past stability of the Ross Sea Sector and West Antarctic Ice Sheet. 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 

1.1 Motivation 

Over the next century, sea-level rise will likely displace people from their homes and 

increase the incidence of storm-related flooding [IPCC, 2014a]. To mitigate these effects, it is 

important that we accurately predict future sea-level rise. One of the greatest sources of uncertainty 

in sea-level rise projections is the contribution from the world’s ice sheets. The ice sheets currently 

account for one-fifth of total sea-level rise, but their contributions are expected to rise over the 

coming century [IPCC, 2014b].  

The ice sheets lose mass through changes in ice discharge, surface mass balance, and basal 

mass balance. Variations in ice discharge are driven by changes in ice-sheet dynamics. In 

Antarctica, satellite measurements, numerical models, and in situ measurements show increased 

ice discharge from the ice streams draining the continent, likely caused by a loss of ice shelf 

buttressing due to enhanced basal melt [Pritchard et al., 2012]. In Greenland, many tidewater 

glaciers have retreated, sped up, and thinned in the last two decades, also likely as a result of 

changes in the ocean [Rignot and Kanagaratnam, 2006; Moon and Joughin, 2008; Moon et al., 

2012]. Yet, many of the processes driving these rapid changes remain poorly understood [IPCC, 

2014b], making it difficult to predict ice-sheet mass loss over the next century. 

One way to improve projections of ice-sheet mass loss is to better understand the processes 

driving recent changes in the ice sheets. Satellites started collecting measurements over the ice 

sheets in the 1970s, and the temporal and spatial resolution of these measurements has only 

improved since then. These measurements provide a window into the recent past and an 

opportunity to understand changes in ice-sheet dynamics on seasonal, interannual, and decadal 

timescales. These measurements provide the foundation for two of the chapters in this dissertation. 
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Another way to improve predictions is to better understand the link between the climate 

and ice-sheet dynamics in the distant past. By analyzing the behavior of the ice sheets in the past, 

we may develop a better understanding of what might happen in the future. For example, marine 

and geologic evidence suggests that the West Antarctic Ice Sheet may have collapsed during the 

previous interglacial (Marine Isotope Stage 5e) when the sea level was 6 to 9 m higher than it is 

today [Alley et al., 2015; Dutton et al., 2015]. No direct measurements of climate and ice flow 

exist for this period or other past periods, and so we instead turn to geophysical measurements and 

ice cores for these analyses. These ideas provide the foundation for my remaining chapter.  

1.2 Research approach and tools 

In this dissertation, I combine geophysical observations and numerical ice-flow models to 

understand recent and past changes in ice-sheet dynamics. The geophysical observations constrain 

the changes in ice flow and thickness, and the numerical models assist the interpretation of those 

changes in terms of physical processes. For changes in ice-sheet dynamics that occurred during 

the satellite era, I rely on satellite measurements. For changes in ice-sheet dynamics that occurred 

long before the satellite era, I turn to ice-penetrating radar to map the englacial stratigraphy and 

then interpret the stratigraphy in terms of the ice-flow dynamics that must have caused it.  

1.3 Organization of the dissertation 

This thesis is organized into five chapters, beginning with this introduction and ending with 

a summary and suggestions for future work. The middle three chapters are scientific papers.  

Chapter 2 is a manuscript entitled “Seasonal and interannual variabilities in terminus 

position, glacier velocity, and surface elevation at Helheim and Kangerlussuaq Glaciers from 

2008 to 2016,” which was published in Journal of Geophysical Research: Earth Surface [Kehrl et 
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al., 2017]. This paper developed a detailed timeseries of terminus position, glacier surface velocity, 

surface elevation, and iceberg-calving behavior to investigate geometric and environmental 

controls on the seasonal and interannual evolution of Helheim and Kangerlussuaq Glaciers, two of 

Greenland’s largest tidewater glaciers. The supplement for this paper can be found in Appendix 

A. 

Chapter 3 is a manuscript entitled “Basal conditions for Helheim and Kangerlussuaq 

Glaciers, Southeast Greenland, from 2001 to 2016,” which will be submitted to The Cryosphere 

in October 2018. This manuscript used the timeseries developed in Chapter 2, combined with 

measurements from other studies [Howat et al., 2005, 2007; Howat, 2017], to run more than 20 

basal inversions to characterize seasonal and interannual variations in basal conditions at Helheim 

and Kangerlussuaq. The supplement for this paper can be found in Appendix B. 

Chapter 4 is a manuscript entitled “Evaluating the duration and continuity of potential 

climate records from the Allan Hills Blue Ice Area, East Antarctica,” which was published in 

Geophysical Research Letters [Kehrl et al., 2018]. This paper combined an ice-flow model, ice-

penetrating radar data, and existing ages constraints to determine a potential site for a continuous, 

million-year-old ice core in the Allan Hills. The supplement for this paper can be found in 

Appendix C.  
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Chapter 2. Seasonal and interannual variabilities in terminus 
position, glacier velocity, and surface elevation at Helheim and 
Kangerlussuaq Glaciers from 2008 to 2016 

Chapter 2, in full, is a reprint of “Seasonal and interannual variabilities in terminus position, 

glacier velocity, and surface elevation at Helheim and Kangerlussuaq Glaciers from 2008 to 2016” 

authored by L. M. Kehrl, I. Joughin, D. E. Shean, D. Floricioiu, and L. Krieger as it appears in 

Journal of Geophysical Research: Earth Surface 2017. The supplement for this paper can be found 

in Appendix A. The dissertation author was the primary investigator and author of this paper.  

2.1 Abstract 

The dynamic response of Greenland tidewater glaciers to oceanic and atmospheric change 

has varied both spatially and temporally. While some of this variability is likely related to regional 

climate signals, glacier geometry also appears to be important. In this study, we investigated the 

environmental and geometric controls on the seasonal and interannual evolution of Helheim and 

Kangerlussuaq Glaciers, Southeast Greenland, from 2008 to 2016, by combining year-round, 

satellite measurements of terminus position, glacier velocity, and surface elevation. While 

Helheim remained relatively stable with a lightly grounded terminus over this time period, 

Kangerlussuaq continued to lose mass as its grounding line retreated into deeper water. By summer 

2011, Kangerlussuaq’s grounding line had retreated into shallower water, and the glacier had a ~5-

km-long floating ice tongue. We also observed seasonal variations in surface velocity and 

elevation at both glaciers. At Helheim, seasonal speedups and dynamic thinning occurred in the 

late summer when the terminus was most retreated. At Kangerlussuaq, we observed summer 

speedups due to surface-melt-induced basal lubrication and winter speedups due to ice-shelf 

retreat. We suggest that Helheim and Kangerlussuaq behaved differently on a seasonal timescale 
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due to differences in the spatial extent of floating ice near their termini, which affected iceberg-

calving behavior. Given that seasonal speedups and dynamic thinning can alter this spatial extent, 

these variations may be important for understanding the long-term evolution of these and other 

Greenland tidewater glaciers. 

2.2 Introduction 

The contribution of the Greenland Ice Sheet to sea-level rise more than quadrupled from 

1991–2001 to 2002–2011 [Shepherd et al., 2012] as a result of enhanced surface melt and 

increased ice discharge from tidewater glaciers [Enderlin et al., 2014; Van Den Broeke et al., 

2016]. While this widespread increase in ice discharge has been attributed, likely correctly, to 

ocean warming [Holland et al., 2008; Hanna et al., 2009; Murray et al., 2010; Straneo et al., 

2010], there has been significant spatial variability in the dynamic response of individual glaciers 

[Moon et al., 2012]. Tidewater glaciers in the same fjord, which are likely subject to similar 

oceanic and atmospheric conditions, have behaved differently [Rignot et al., 2016; Motyka et al., 

2017], indicating that individual glacier characteristics, such as glacier geometry, likely play an 

important role in modulating a glacier’s dynamic response [Enderlin et al., 2013; Amundson, 2016; 

Felikson et al., 2017].  

The dynamics of tidewater glaciers are sensitive to changes near the terminus [Nick et al., 

2009]. Many Greenland tidewater glaciers have a grounded or nearly grounded terminus, and 

consequently the terminus position often closely corresponds with the grounding-line position 

(location where the ice transitions from grounded to floating). Several processes have been 

proposed to link terminus retreat to oceanic and atmospheric changes, including enhanced 

submarine melt [Holland et al., 2008; Motyka et al., 2011], ice-mélange weakening [Joughin et 

al., 2008a; Amundson et al., 2010], and increased hydrofracture of water-filled crevasses [Benn et 
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al., 2007]. Once retreat is initiated, the glacier’s geometry will affect its dynamic response. Retreat 

into deeper water can promote speedup, thinning, and further retreat, whereas retreat into shallower 

water can cause the glacier to slow and to perhaps stabilize [Meier and Post, 1987; Schoof, 2007]. 

Furthermore, lateral constrictions in glacier width can help stabilize the terminus at a particular 

location [Gudmundsson et al., 2012]. As a result of these dynamic feedbacks, it can be difficult to 

attribute a change in glacier dynamics to a specific oceanic or atmospheric forcing.  

To address this difficulty, several studies have turned to seasonal records of terminus 

position [Howat et al., 2010; Seale et al., 2011; Schild and Hamilton, 2013] and glacier velocity 

[Moon et al., 2014, 2015]. By comparing these records to different climatic variables over many 

years, these studies have attempted to correlate seasonal changes in terminus position and/or 

glacier velocity to oceanic and atmospheric changes. However, often there is no clear relationship 

between glacier dynamics and environmental change: the timing of the seasonal onset of retreat 

and speedup varies spatially from glacier to glacier and temporally from year to year at individual 

glaciers [Schild and Hamilton, 2013; Moon et al., 2014]. Seasonal and multiyear variations in 

glacier geometry (ice thickness, surface slope, and grounding-line position) have been put forward 

as a possible mechanism to help explain this temporal variability at individual glaciers [e.g., Schild 

and Hamilton, 2013], but until recently we have lacked the necessary seasonal surface-elevation 

records to explore this hypothesis further.  

In this study, we combined year-round records of terminus position, glacier velocity, and 

surface elevation from 2008 to 2016 to investigate seasonal and multiyear changes in glacier 

geometry at Helheim and Kangerlussuaq Glaciers (Figure 2.1 and Figure 2.2), the two largest 

tidewater glaciers in Southeast Greenland. Helheim and Kangerlussuaq collectively drain ~8% of 

the Greenland Ice Sheet area [Nick et al., 2013]. Both glaciers rapidly retreated, accelerated, and 
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thinned in the early 2000s [Rignot et al., 2004; Howat et al., 2005, 2007; Stearns and Hamilton, 

2007]. The resulting dynamic mass loss from these two glaciers alone accounted for roughly 30% 

of the 2000-2012 dynamic mass loss from the entire Greenland Ice Sheet [Enderlin et al., 2014]. 

After their retreats ended in 2006, both glaciers slowed, but Helheim stopped thinning while 

Kangerlussuaq continued thinning [Howat et al., 2011; Bevan et al., 2012]. The glaciers have also 

behaved differently on a seasonal timescale; terminus positions typically varied seasonally at 

Kangerlussuaq but showed little seasonality at Helheim [Joughin et al., 2008b; Schild and 

Hamilton, 2013]. By comparing the varying evolution of Helheim and Kangerlussuaq over 

seasonal and multiyear timescales, we develop new insights into how differences in glacier 

geometry affect a glacier’s dynamic response to oceanic and atmospheric changes. In particular, 

we focus our analysis on changes in the spatial extent of floating ice near the terminus, which can 

affect iceberg-calving behavior [Benn et al., 2007].  

2.3 Methods 

We combined several different data sets to develop seasonal records of glacier velocity, 

terminus position, iceberg-calving behavior, surface elevation, and surface-elevation change rates 

at Helheim and Kangerlussuaq from 2008 to 2016. To interpret these observations, we also 

considered bed elevations, ice-mélange conditions, sea-ice fraction (SIF), and modeled glacier 

surface runoff in our analysis. 

2.3.1 Glacier velocity 

To measure glacier velocity, we applied speckle tracking techniques [Joughin, 2002; 

Joughin et al., 2010] to pairs of synthetic aperture radar (SAR) images from the German Aerospace 

Center’s (DLR) TerraSAR-X (TSX) mission [Krieger et al., 2013]. This satellite started acquiring 
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data over Helheim and Kangerlussuaq in September 2008. A second, virtually identical satellite, 

TDX, was launched in June 2010 to complete the tandem configuration of the TanDEM-X (TDM) 

mission. The repeat period of each satellite allows velocity estimates to be determined over 

intervals as short as 11 days. Due to missed acquisitions, some velocity estimates were computed 

using 22- or 33-day intervals. We did not attempt estimates for intervals longer than 33 days, 

leaving some gaps in our record. All velocity estimates were smoothed with a moving average 

filter to a spatial resolution of ~300 m. Conversion from the radar line-of-sight to the horizontal 

across-track direction under a surface-parallel flow assumption can yield slope-dependent errors 

of up to 3% [Joughin et al., 2010a].  For observations collected along the same satellite track, this 

is a systematic error common to all estimates, so the error does not apply to changes in velocity. 

Of our 264 velocity products, 237 (90%) were collected along the same track for each glacier.  

2.3.2 Terminus position 

We measured terminus position by digitizing the location where the calving front intersects 

the longitudinal profiles shown in Figure 2.1a and Figure 2.2a. We chose this method over the box 

method [Moon and Joughin, 2008] because it allowed us to include satellite images with high 

cloud cover and Landsat 7 images with gaps due to the scan line corrector (SLC) failure, which 

improved the temporal resolution of our records. Terminus positions were digitized in all available 

TSX/TDX radar images and Worldview-1/2/3 (WV) and Landsat 7/8 panchromatic scenes. We 

report terminus position relative to the 2008-2016 average, with a negative (positive) value 

indicating a more retreated (advanced) terminus position than average.  

To assess uncertainties in the measured terminus positions, we compared digitized 

terminus positions from satellite images that were acquired on the same day when no large calving 

events occurred between the acquisitions. Consequently, the uncertainty estimates account for 
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errors due to manual digitization and errors introduced by including satellite images with different 

spatial resolution, acquisition geometry, and spectral characteristics. The 22 pairs of coincident, 

digitized terminus positions differed by 2-42 m, with a root-mean-squared (RMS) difference of 24 

m.  

2.3.3 Iceberg-calving behavior 

We used the available satellite images to assess the calved iceberg type. Two types of 

icebergs have been observed previously at Helheim and Kangerlussuaq: tabular and non-tabular 

[Joughin et al., 2008b]. Tabular icebergs have a large longitudinal width-to-height ratio and do not 

capsize when they calve. These icebergs can be distinguished in the satellite images by the 

presence of crevasses on their surfaces (Figure A.1a). Non-tabular icebergs capsize when they 

calve due to their smaller width-to-height ratio and greater buoyancy-driven torque (Figure A.1b) 

[Amundson et al., 2010; James et al., 2014]. We compared subsequent satellite images to 

determine the type of new icebergs in the fjord after each iceberg-calving episode. We refer to 

periods of iceberg calving as “episodes” rather than as “events” because we cannot determine if 

the icebergs calved during a single event or during a series of events that occurred over several 

days.  

Iceberg-calving episodes were divided into three types: (1) tabular, (2) non-tabular, and (3) 

mixed (both tabular and non-tabular). We considered an episode to be “tabular” if new tabular 

icebergs appeared in the fjord that could account for the observed retreat between subsequent 

satellites images. If new tabular icebergs appeared but could not account for all of the observed 

retreat, then the episode was considered “mixed.” All other episodes were considered “non-

tabular.” This approach may incorrectly characterize some tabular or mixed iceberg-calving 

episodes as non-tabular if the tabular icebergs broke up and overturned between subsequent 
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satellite images. However, the observed tabular icebergs typically remained intact for several 

weeks, suggesting that we observed a substantial fraction of tabular icebergs before they broke up. 

2.3.4 Glacier surface elevation 

We combined point surface-elevation measurements from NASA’s Airborne Topographic 

Mapper [ATM; Krabill et al., 2014] with digital elevation models (DEM) from WV, GeoEye-1, 

SPIRIT [Korona et al., 2009], and TanDEM-X (TDM). DEMs from WV and GeoEye-1 were 

created following the stereo-photogrammetry techniques outlined in Shean et al. [2016]. TDM 

DEMs were processed from bistatic SAR acquisitions using the Integrated TanDEM-X Processor 

[ITP; Rossi et al., 2012]. Large absolute elevation offsets in the resulting TDM DEMs are caused 

by baseline-dependent interferometric SAR (InSAR) height ambiguities and were corrected by 

adjusting the absolute phase offset during InSAR processing. 

To reduce georeferencing errors, all DEMs were co-registered to ground control points 

(GCPs) over exposed rock. We adjusted the DEMs using a rigid-body translation that minimized 

the elevation difference between the DEMs and the GCPs [Shean et al., 2016]. All available 

ICESat-1 data [Zwally et al., 2003], LVIS data [Blair and Hofton, 2010], and ATM data over 

exposed bedrock surfaces were included as GCPs. After co-registration, the uncertainty of each 

DEM was estimated using the normalized median absolute deviation [NMAD; Höhle and Höhle, 

2009] of all GCP-DEM differences [Shean et al., 2016]. The average NMAD for the WV and 

TDM DEMs was 1.18 m and 1.77 m, respectively.  

2.3.5 Bed elevation and flotation condition 

While several gridded bed-elevation products exist for Helheim and Kangerlussuaq [e.g., 

Bamber and Griggs, 2013; Morlighem et al., 2014], there are large discrepancies among these 
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products due to different interpolation methods. Consequently, to avoid errors introduced by 

interpolation, we used bed-elevation point measurements from the Helheim and Kangerlussuaq 

2006-2014 Composite V3 products from the Center for Remote Sensing of Ice Sheets (CReSIS). 

We also included the CReSIS radar transect from 21 May 2001 in our analysis for Helheim.  

Some of the radar thicknesses in the Composite V3 products were collected over floating 

ice. To determine if a radar thickness was collected over floating ice, we used the ATM surface-

elevation measurements that were collected concurrently with the radar-thickness measurements. 

If the measured surface elevation was less than or equal to the flotation height for a given radar 

thickness (assuming an ice density of 917 kg m-3 and seawater density of 1025 kg m-3), then we 

considered the ice at that location to be floating and removed that measurement from our analysis 

of bed elevations. Almost all radar thicknesses acquired over the lower 5 km of Kangerlussuaq 

were collected over floating ice (Figure 2.2c). After removing these points, the RMS for the bed-

elevation crossover differences in regions below sea level improved from 113 m to 45 m for 

Helheim and from 90 m to 44 m for Kangerlussuaq. Given that crossover differences were <50 m 

for 80% of the crossovers, we assumed a bed-elevation uncertainty of 50 m.  

We used the bed-elevation measurements, along with the available surface-elevation 

measurements, to calculate the spatial extent of floating and grounded ice for each glacier. In 

particular, we focused our analysis on determining regions where the ice remained “grounded” or 

“floating” or switched between grounded and floating (“changing”) from 2011 to 2015. We 

characterized a point as “grounded” (“floating”) if its surface elevation remained more than 5 m 

above (below) the flotation threshold from 2011 to 2015. The 5-m cutoff accounts for bed-

elevation uncertainties of 50 m and surface-elevation variations due to tides [Voytenko et al., 

2015]. All other points are characterized as likely “changing” between grounded and floating. 
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(Note that the large-scale spatial patterns discussed in the text are unaffected by changing this 5-

m cutoff within a reasonable range of 0-10 m.) 

2.3.6 Surface-elevation change rate 

To better understand the observed variations in glacier surface elevation, we calculated the 

average rate of elevation change for the hatched regions in Figure 2.1a and Figure 2.2a using two 

different methods: (1) we differenced all pairs of DEMs with time intervals of less than four 

months and (2) we used the surface velocity and elevation measurements to estimate the ice flux 

in and out of the region. We refer to these methods as the “DEM” and “flux-gate” methods, 

respectively. While the DEM method provides more accurate estimates of the surface-elevation 

change rate, the flux-gate method increases the temporal resolution of our records from every few 

months (when we have DEMs) to every few weeks (when we have surface velocities) and also 

provides insight into the causes of the observed elevation changes. In the flux-gate method, we 

assumed that the rate of surface-elevation change (dh/dt) averaged over the region equaled the rate 

of ice-thickness change (dH/dt), which we calculated as  
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where A is the area of the region, t is time, x is the coordinate parallel to the inflow or outflow 

boundary, H(x,t) is the ice thickness at the boundary, u(x,t) is the glacier velocity normal to the 

boundary, W is the glacier width at the boundary, and �̇� is the elevation change rate due to surface 

mass balance (assuming basal melt is negligible). The subscripts signify values at the inflow (i) 

and outflow (o) boundaries. We calculated dh/dt for all time periods with surface-velocity 

measurements and linearly interpolated the surface-elevation measurements to match those time 

periods. To estimate �̇�, we used surface mass balance from the nearest grid cell in the 11-km 

resolution Regional Atmospheric Climate Model [RACMO2.3; van Angelen et al., 2013; Noël et 
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al., 2015] and assumed a constant density (900 kg m-3) to convert surface mass balance to an 

elevation change rate.  

Several key assumptions and measurement errors contributed to uncertainties in the 

inferred dh/dt from the flux-gate method. First, we assumed that the depth-averaged velocity was 

equal to the measured surface velocity (Equation 2.1). Although this is only an approximation, 

basal sliding accounts for >90% of the surface velocity under the main trunk of Helheim and 

Kangerlussuaq [Shapero et al., 2016], so the depth-averaged velocity should be within ~2% of the 

surface velocity [Cuffey and Paterson, 2010]. This approximation contributed to uncertainties in 

dh/dt of <1 cm d-1. Second, we assumed that basal melt is negligible. While there are currently no 

direct measurements of basal melt beneath the grounded portions of these or other tidewater 

glaciers, the melt rate should be <3 cm d-1 based on theoretical calculations (Text A.1) [Cuffey and 

Paterson, 2010]. Third, bed-elevation errors of 50 m could introduce systematic errors in dh/dt of 

>30 cm d-1. To mitigate this error, we positioned the boundaries of the hatched regions in Figure 

2.1a and Figure 2.2a along CreSIS radar transects that had distinct bed returns and low bed-

elevation crossover differences. Fourth, the RACMO surface mass balance product likely 

introduced additional uncertainties [Noël et al., 2016]; however, these uncertainties are difficult to 

quantify given the limited surface-mass-balance measurements collected over Helheim and 

Kangerlussuaq [Andersen et al., 2010]. Finally, errors in the surface elevation and velocity 

measurements introduced random errors in dh/dt of ~3 cm d-1. 

To determine an error estimate that incorporated all of the above sources of uncertainty, 

we compared the surface-elevation change rates from the flux-gate and DEM methods. Although 

the surface-elevation change rates calculated using the two methods are not directly comparable 

due to differences in temporal resolution, comparing the two methods does provide an upper bound 
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on the uncertainty in the rates inferred from the flux-gate method. The RMS difference between 

dh/dt calculated using the two methods was 3 cm d-1 for Helheim and 5 cm d-1 for Kangerlussuaq 

(Text A.2 and Figures A.2-A.4).  

2.3.7 Glacier surface runoff, ice-mélange rigidity, and sea-ice fraction 

While many different oceanic and atmospheric changes can affect tidewater glacier 

dynamics, in this study we focused primarily on the effects of surface melt and ice-mélange 

rigidity. To quantify surface melt, we used daily, modeled surface runoff from RACMO2.3. We 

sampled surface runoff at the same grid cells that we used for our surface-elevation change rate 

calculations (Section 2.3.6). The magnitude of the surface runoff estimates are sensitive to 

RACMO’s spatial resolution [Noël et al., 2016], so we primarily used these estimates to define the 

surface melt season. 

To assess ice-mélange rigidity, we used the TSX velocity estimates from speckle tracking. 

If speckle tracking can determine a velocity in the ice mélange, then the ice mélange is likely rigid 

or nearly rigid; if speckle tracking cannot determine a velocity, then the ice mélange is free to 

move around [Joughin et al., 2008a]. We characterized the ice mélange as “rigid” or “free” based 

on these criteria. Since rigid mélange is often linked to sea-ice formation [Amundson et al., 2010], 

we also reported sea-ice fraction (SIF) from the Operational Sea Surface Temperature and Sea Ice 

Analysis (OSTIA) system, which estimates daily SIF at 10 km resolution by combining in situ 

measurements with satellite data from the Group for High Resolution Sea Surface Temperature 

[Donlon et al., 2012]. The SIF estimates have a threshold accuracy of ~20%. We sampled SIF at 

grid cells near the entrance to Sermilik (Helheim) and Kangerlussuaq Fjords.  
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2.4 Results 

Using the methods outlined above, we produced a detailed record of terminus position, 

glacier velocity, surface elevation, and iceberg-calving behavior at Helheim and Kangerlussuaq 

from 2008 to 2016. Our observations indicate that Helheim and Kangerlussuaq behaved differently 

on a seasonal and interannal timescale. 

2.4.1 Helheim Glacier 

Figure 2.3 shows terminus position, iceberg-calving behavior, glacier velocity, surface 

elevation, surface-elevation change rate, ice-mélange rigidity, sea-ice fraction, and surface runoff 

at Helheim from 2008 to 2016. Helheim’s mean terminus position from 2008 to 2016 was 4.5 km 

upstream of its May 2001 position (Figure 2.1b). The glacier retreated by 100 ± 20 m per year 

from 2008 to 2016 (p-value of 10-6 from the linear regression), with seasonal variations in terminus 

position superimposed on this long-term trend. The glacier reached its position of maximum 

seasonal retreat in late summer during seven out of the eight years and its position of maximum 

advance in late winter during at least five of those years. Non-tabular iceberg calving accounted 

for 105 (86%) of the 122 observed calving episodes at Helheim (Figure 2.3a). Glacier velocity 

varied seasonally during some years by up to 3 km yr-1, with peak velocities occurring in late 

summer (Figure 2.3b). Surface elevations varied seasonally by ~10-20 m at H02 and H05 (Figure 

2.3c), with glacier thickening rates peaking in January to March and glacier thinning rates peaking 

in August to September (Figure 2.3d).  

The two largest seasonal changes in terminus position occurred in 2010/11 and 2013/14, 

when Helheim retreated and advanced over a range of >3 km. In 2010, Helheim retreated 2.3 km 

down a reverse bed slope from early July to mid-September. During the retreat, the glacier sped 

up by 1.6 km yr-1 (24%) at H05 and by 0.4 km yr-1 (8%) at H20, reaching a peak velocity in 
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September at H05 and in late November at H20. Helheim then slowed as its terminus readvanced 

3.5 km to the crest of the reverse bed slope by mid-March 2011 (Figure 2.1c). Similarly, in 2013, 

Helheim retreated 2.8 km down the reverse bed slope from early March to mid-August, with a 

subsequent readvance of 3.6 km to the top of the reverse bed slope by mid-February 2014. During 

this 2013 retreat, the glacier sped up by 1.9 km yr-1 (32%) at H05 and by 0.3 km yr-1 (6%) at H20, 

again reaching a maximum velocity in September at H05 and in late November at H20. Helheim 

also thinned by ~20 m at H02 and H05 during this retreat. At H02, the glacier thinned to flotation 

and a floating ice tongue formed downstream. Although the available surface-elevation 

measurements do not cover winter 2010/11, surface elevations collected before and after the winter 

indicate that Helheim may have thinned to flotation at H02 during the 2010 retreat as well. 

Furthermore, glacier thinning rates exceeded 15 cm d-1 during summers 2010, 2013, and 2015, but 

were closer to 5 to 10 cm d-1 during summers 2011, 2012, and 2014. Modeled thinning rates from 

surface mass balance processes were <5 cm d-1 during all summers, indicating that the observed 

thinning occurred primarily due to a change in ice dynamics [Bevan et al., 2015]. Helheim calved 

non-tabular icebergs during the 2010 and 2013 seasonal retreats. The seasonal advances ended 

when the terminus reached the top of the reverse bed slope from where it calved several large 

tabular icebergs. The ice mélange was generally less rigid during years when large seasonal retreats 

and advances occurred, as shown in Figure 2.4.  

Figure 2.5 shows the range of observed glacier velocities and surface elevations at Helheim 

from 2011 to 2015. We removed all linear trends before calculating the range for each grid cell. 

The largest variations in glacier velocity and surface elevation occurred within ~10 km of the 

calving front. Figure 2.5d shows how the surface-elevation variations affected the flotation 

condition at each CReSIS bed-elevation measurement (Section 2.3.5). For a large region 
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downstream of H05, the glacier changed between floating and grounded from 2011 to 2015. For 

regions upstream of H05, the glacier remained grounded. When the glacier advanced to the top of 

the reverse bed slope at +2 km (Figure 2.1c), its terminus was always floating. 

2.4.2 Kangerlussuaq Glacier 

Figure 2.6 shows terminus position, iceberg-calving behavior, glacier velocity, surface 

elevation, surface-elevation change rate, ice-mélange rigidity, sea-ice fraction, and surface runoff 

at Kangerlussuaq from 2008 to 2016. Kangerlussuaq’s mean terminus position from 2008 to 2016 

was 4.0 km upstream of its May 2001 position (Figure 2.2b).  The glacier advanced by 200 ± 30 

m yr-1 from 2008 to 2016 (p-value of 10-8 from the linear regression), with seasonal variations in 

terminus position of >3 km superimposed on this long-term trend during six out of the eight years. 

The two years without a pronounced seasonal cycle in terminus position were 2010 and 2011.  

Typically, Kangerlussuaq advanced from December to late June or mid-July and then 

retreated until December (Figure 2.6a). Few icebergs calved during the seasonal advance. The late-

summer retreat started with the calving of large tabular icebergs, which transitioned to mixed and 

non-tabular icebergs as the retreat continued. Non-tabular iceberg calving accounted for 36 (47%) 

of the 77 observed calving episodes at Kangerlussuaq. Figure 2.7 compares the timing of seasonal 

changes in terminus position to changes in ice-mélange rigidity and sea-ice fraction. The timing 

of the seasonal transition from retreat to advance corresponded well with the seasonal transition to 

more rigid mélange and denser sea-ice conditions.  

Kangerlussuaq’s velocity varied on both a seasonal and interannual timescale (Figure 

2.6b). Glacier velocity typically increased from late summer to mid-winter and then decreased 

again until late summer at all sample points. This “winter speedup” was most pronounced during 

winter 2010/11, when the glacier sped up by 2.1 km yr-1 (25%) at K05 and by 0.5 km yr-1 (16%) 
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at K20. The winter speedup then decreased in magnitude from 2011 to 2015. The glacier also 

slowed over this time period, with glacier velocity decreasing by 400 m yr-2 at K05 and by 70 m 

yr-2 at K20, as shown in Figure 2.8a. By 2015, Kangerlussuaq’s velocity was similar to its velocity 

before the 2010/11-winter speedup event. Kangerlussuaq also sped up by ~200-400 m yr-1 (~5-

10%) at all sample points during the mid summer.  

Kangerlussuaq continued to thin through 2015, with thinning rates generally decreasing 

from 2001 to 2015 (Figure 2.2b and Figure 2.6c) [Howat et al., 2011]. By late summer 2011, the 

glacier had thinned to flotation at K05, with surface elevations remaining at or below the flotation 

threshold through 2015. The greatest thinning rates (6 ± 1 to 12 ± 1 m yr-1) from 2011 to 2015 

occurred near K20, as shown in Figure 2.8b. Seasonal variations in surface elevation of ~20 m at 

K05 and ~10 m at K10 were superimposed on the long-term thinning. Seasonal thinning generally 

started in May or June, reached a maximum rate of 10-15 cm d-1 in July or August, and ended by 

September to November (Figure 2.6d). Glacier thickening typically peaked in March. Thinning 

rates from surface mass balance processes were <5 cm d-1 during all summers, indicating that the 

observed thinning occurred primarily due to a change in ice dynamics. 

Figure 2.9 shows the range of observed glacier velocities and surface elevations at 

Kangerlussuaq from 2011 to 2015. All linear trends (Figure 2.8) were removed before calculating 

the range for each grid cell. The largest variations in glacier velocity and surface elevation occurred 

near the terminus. Figure 2.9d shows how the surface-elevation variations affected the flotation 

condition at each CReSIS bed-elevation measurement. (Note that while we removed many of the 

bed-elevation measurements that were collected over Kangerlussuaq’s floating ice tongue, that the 

remaining measurements might still have large uncertainties.) The region downstream of K05 
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changed between grounded and floating from 2011 to 2015, while the region upstream of K05 

remained grounded.  

2.5 Discussion 

Despite extensive dynamic mass loss from many Greenland tidewater glaciers over the last 

two decades, there has also been significant spatial and temporal variability in the dynamic 

response of individual glaciers [Moon and Joughin, 2008; Moon et al., 2012; Enderlin et al., 2014]. 

Regional climatic and oceanographic differences likely account for some of this spatiotemporal 

variability [Inall et al., 2014; Jensen et al., 2016]. In addition, individual glacier characteristics, 

such as glacier geometry, have also likely contributed [Enderlin et al., 2013; Felikson et al., 2017]. 

In the next sections, we discuss the interplay between glacier geometry and environmental change 

in determining the multiyear evolution, seasonal dynamics, and terminus behavior of Helheim and 

Kangerlussuaq Glaciers from 2008 to 2016. 

2.5.1 Long-term behavior from 2008 to 2016 

Many Greenland tidewater glaciers, including Helheim and Kangerlussuaq, rapidly 

retreated and accelerated during a period of above-average oceanic and atmospheric temperatures 

in the early 2000s [Joughin et al., 2004b; Rignot et al., 2004; Howat et al., 2007, 2008; Hanna et 

al., 2009; Murray et al., 2010]. While some glaciers, such as Greenland’s largest glacier, 

Jakobshavn Isbrae, have continued to retreat and thin [Joughin et al., 2004b, 2012], other glaciers 

have returned to more stable terminus positions. Helheim and Kangerlussuaq ended their terminus 

retreats by 2006 [Joughin et al., 2008b; Bevan et al., 2012], but Helheim stopped thinning shortly 

thereafter (Figure 2.3c) [Howat et al., 2011] while Kangerlussuaq continued thinning through 2015 

(Figure 2.6c). Helheim’s terminus likely remained stable from 2008 to 2016 due to shallower water 
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depths only a few kilometers farther upstream (Figure 2.1c), which may have limited its retreat 

over the last century [Joughin et al., 2008b; Andresen et al., 2012]. Based on the available bed-

elevation measurements, no such shallower water depths or lateral constrictions in glacier width 

likely existed near Kangerlussuaq’s grounding line to prevent further grounding-line retreat from 

2008 to 2016 (Figure 2.2c). While there may be shallower water depths farther down fjord, if this 

is the case, the glacier does not appear to be reaching them. Instead, Kangerlussuaq’s multiyear 

evolution from 2008 to 2016 appears to have been governed primarily by grounding-line retreat 

through a basal overdeepening. 

As Kangerlussuaq thinned following its 2004/05 retreat [Howat et al., 2011], its terminus 

changed from grounded to floating. By winter 2011/12, the glacier had a roughly 5-km-long 

floating ice tongue (Figure 2.2c), which may have increased the glacier’s susceptibility to 

submarine melt [Motyka et al., 2011; Truffer and Motyka, 2016]. During late winter 2010 through 

late summer 2011, a section of this floating ice tongue likely ungrounded (K05 in Figure 2.6c), 

primarily over an area with unknown bed geometry (Figure 2.2c). We suggest that there is a basal 

overdeepening in this region (red circle in Figure 2.2c), because surface-elevation measurements 

collected when the glacier was still grounded in this region from 2001 to 2008 indicate a flat or 

reverse surface slope (Figure 2.2b) [Budd, 1970]. Consequently, grounding-line retreat into this 

overdeepening caused speedup and thinning (Figure 2.6). This thinning diffused inland through a 

steepening of surface slopes (Figure A.4) [Howat et al., 2007], and by 2015 the pattern of strongest 

thinning was centered ~20 km inland from the calving front (K20 in Figure 2.8b). While this 

ungrounding event occurred during a period of above-average sea-surface temperatures near the 

entrance to Kangerlussuaq Fjord [Inall et al., 2014], it likely would have occurred even in the 

absence of this warming due to dynamic feedbacks associated with grounding-line retreat into 
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deeper water [Schoof, 2007]. By winter 2011/12, Kangerlussuaq’s grounding line had retreated 

into shallower water. Kangerlussuaq has since slowed and reduced its dynamic thinning rates 

(Figure 2.6c and Figure 2.8a), potentially signaling that its grounding line is in a more stable 

position now that it rests on a down-glacier bed slope [Schoof, 2007] in a region where the fjord 

narrows [K05 in Figure 2.2a; Enderlin et al., 2013].  

2.5.2 Seasonal variations in glacier velocity and surface elevation 

Seasonal variations in glacier velocity are often linked to seasonal changes in terminus 

position or surface-melt-induced basal lubrication [Howat et al., 2010; Moon et al., 2014]. While 

less is known about seasonal dynamic thinning and thickening, they have also been connected to 

these processes [Joughin et al., 2012; Bevan et al., 2015]. For a lightly grounded glacier retreating 

into deeper water, terminus position serves as a proxy for water depth at the grounding line (e.g., 

Figure 2.3a), and consequently terminus position affects glacier velocity by modulating the force 

balance at the terminus [Cuffey and Paterson, 2010]. However, if a glacier has a large floating 

section, this relationship may not hold, particularly if there is little side drag where the floating 

section comes in contact with the fjord walls. At Jakobshavn, for example, glacier velocity and 

terminus position were highly correlated when the terminus was grounded but not when the 

terminus was floating [Joughin et al., 2012]. Terminus variations can cause large seasonal 

speedups of >30 % [Moon et al., 2014], while surface-melt-induced basal lubrication has been 

shown to cause more modest speedups of <10–15%  [Joughin et al., 2008c; Moon et al., 2014].  

Our results show that changes in terminus position and related dynamic feedbacks likely 

caused the observed seasonal variations in glacier velocity and surface elevation at Helheim 

(Figure 2.3). This hypothesis is contrary to the conclusions of Bevan et al. [2015], who suggested 

that seasonal dynamic thinning resulted from surface-melt-induced basal lubrication at Helheim. 
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Despite evidence that surface melt drains to the bed at Helheim [Everett et al., 2016; Poinar et al., 

2017], surface-melt-induced basal lubrication has been shown to cause only small speedups of 

<5% on this glacier [Andersen et al., 2010]. Iceberg-calving events, on the other hand, have been 

shown to coincide with much larger speedups at timescales of minutes to weeks [Howat et al., 

2005; Nettles et al., 2008; Murray et al., 2015]. Consistent with prior results, we observed the 

greatest seasonal speedups and dynamic thinning when Helheim’s terminus was most retreated 

during the summers of 2010 and 2013 (Figure 2.3). This relationship is clearly illustrated in Figure 

2.10a, which plots the dynamic surface-elevation change rate (first term in Equation 2.1) against 

the terminus position. When Helheim’s terminus position was down fjord (up fjord) of its mean 

terminus position from 2008 to 2016, the glacier dynamically thickened (thinned), suggesting that 

the mean 2008–2016 terminus position closely corresponded with the location where the ice flux 

was equal to the balance flux. Consequently, Helheim’s dynamic surface-elevation change rate 

primarily depended on the terminus position along the reverse bed slope, not on whether the glacier 

was presently advancing or retreating. These results confirm the findings of other studies, which 

have shown that Helheim is highly sensitive to changes at the terminus [Howat et al., 2005; Nick 

et al., 2009]. 

By contrast, seasonal variations in glacier velocity and surface elevation appeared to be 

more complex at Kangerlussuaq. We observed two distinct periods of seasonal speedup at 

Kangerlussuaq: one in the summer and one in the winter (Figure 2.6b). The summer speedup of 

5–10% occurred around the time of peak surface melt. During summers 2011 and 2013, this 

speedup occurred while the terminus was still advancing, indicating that the speedup was not 

related to terminus retreat. Instead, surface-melt-induced basal lubrication likely caused this 

speedup [Sundal et al., 2013], which was similar in magnitude to the magnitude of surface-melt-
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induced speedups observed at Helheim [Andersen et al., 2010] and at other glaciers [Moon et al., 

2014]. Furthermore, all sample points showed an abrupt, synchronous velocity increase during this 

speedup, which may imply widespread basal lubrication across the lower glacier. The winter 

speedup, on the other hand, occurred when the terminus was most retreated, suggesting that the 

speedup resulted from reduced ice-shelf buttressing driven by terminus retreat.  

In comparison to our findings at Helheim, there is no clear relationship between terminus 

position and the dynamic surface-elevation change rate at Kangerlussuaq (Figure 2.10b). Based on 

the similarity in timing between the summer speedup and seasonal dynamic thinning (Figure 2.6), 

it is possible that surface-melt-induced basal lubrication caused some dynamic thinning at 

Kangerlussuaq. However, even during summers with very small speedup events, such as summer 

2009, we observed dynamic thinning of a similar magnitude to that observed during other summers 

(Figure 2.6). Consequently, other processes likely contributed to the observed dynamic thinning 

at Kangerlussuaq. While both changes in the ice-thickness and velocity gradients can affect the 

surface-elevation change rate (Equation 2.1), our results indicate that an increase in the velocity 

gradient typically accounted for ~75% of the observed seasonal dynamic thinning at 

Kangerlussuaq (~6 cm d-1 of ~8 cm d-1; Text A.2). Changes in the velocity gradient could have 

resulted from several different processes, including thinning-induced changes in the effective 

pressure [Howat et al., 2005] and changes in the terminus or grounding-line position [Nick et al., 

2009]. However, inopportune gaps in our record make it difficult to determine which of these 

processes contributed to seasonal dynamic thinning at Kangerlussuaq. 

The different dynamic responses of Helheim and Kangerlussuaq to seasonal changes in 

terminus position are not surprising given differences in the spatial extent of floating ice near their 

termini (Figure 2.10). For a lightly grounded glacier, such as Helheim, terminus retreat into deeper 
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water reduces basal and lateral resistance to flow and increases the ice thickness at the grounding 

line. Both of these processes require the glacier to speed up to restore force balance [Howat et al., 

2005]. For a glacier with a floating terminus confined within a narrow fjord, such as 

Kangerlussuaq, terminus retreat only reduces lateral resistance to flow, and consequently a smaller 

speedup is likely necessary to restore force balance. As a result, despite larger seasonal terminus 

variations at Kangerlussuaq than at Helheim, glacier velocities and surface elevations were more 

sensitive to terminus position at Helheim than at Kangerlussuaq (Figure 2.3 and Figure 2.6).  

At both Helheim and Kangerlussuaq, variations in glacier velocity associated with seasonal 

terminus retreat and advance extended more than 25 km inland (Figure 2.5 and Figure 2.9). 

Velocity variations likely extended this far inland through some combination of diffusion due to a 

steepening of surface slopes [Howat et al., 2005] and the initial perturbation in the force balance 

near the terminus [Joughin et al., 2012]. In regions where we observed the greatest seasonal 

velocity variability, recent modeling studies indicate a weak bed (<40 kPa) [Shapero et al., 2016], 

which should allow speedups associated with the initial perturbation in the force balance to extend 

farther inland [Joughin et al., 2012]. While seasonal speedups associated with the initial 

perturbation in the force balance should be synchronous across the lower glacier, diffusion should 

cause a lag between speedup near the terminus and speedup farther inland. During summers 2010 

and 2013, Helheim started speeding up at all sample points around the same time, indicating that 

this initial speedup likely resulted from terminus retreat into deeper water (Figure 2.3b). Glacier 

velocity 20 km inland (H20), however, peaked several months after glacier velocity peaked near 

the terminus (H02). This secondary, delayed response diffused inland through a steepening of 

surface slopes (Figure A.3). Consequently, both diffusion and bed strength likely contributed to 

the inland propagation of seasonal speedups at Helheim and Kangerlussuaq. 
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2.5.3 Seasonal variability in terminus position and iceberg-calving behavior 

Seasonal variations in terminus position have been observed at many Greenland tidewater 

glaciers [Howat et al., 2010; Seale et al., 2011; Schild and Hamilton, 2013]. Typically, these 

variations are linked to oceanic or atmospheric changes that seasonally alter the iceberg-calving 

rate, such as changes in ice-mélange strength [Amundson et al., 2010], submarine melt [O’Leary 

and Christoffersen, 2013], and the availability of surface melt for hydrofracture [Benn et al., 2007]. 

While some tidewater glaciers show a clear relationship between seasonal terminus variations and 

oceanic and atmospheric changes, other glaciers indicate a more complex relationship [Schild and 

Hamilton, 2013]. At Helheim, for example, Schild and Hamilton [2013] observed seasonal retreats 

that varied in magnitude by 2 km per year and in timing of onset by 60 days. We also observed 

significant variability in seasonal terminus variations at Helheim (Figure 2.3a). Our results suggest 

that this variability was partially related to seasonal dynamic thinning and thickening, which 

altered the spatial extent of floating ice near the terminus (Figure 2.3c). Furthermore, seasonal 

terminus variations were likely larger at Kangerlussuaq than at Helheim due to the presence of its 

year-round floating ice tongue.  

When Helheim and Kangerlussuaq formed floating ice tongues, iceberg calving ceased 

during the winter and both glaciers seasonally advanced by >3 km. These large seasonal advances 

occurred every winter at Kangerlussuaq but only during winters 2010/11 and 2013/14 at Helheim 

(Figure 2.3a and Figure 2.6a). At Kangerlussuaq, seasonal advances occurred when more rigid ice 

mélange formed in the fjord (Figure 2.7), which likely suppressed iceberg calving [Amundson et 

al., 2010; Seale et al., 2011]. At Helheim, however, the ice mélange appeared to be similarly 

strong, if not slightly weaker, during winters when a floating ice tongue formed (Figure 2.4), likely 

indicating that large seasonal advances at Helheim did not result from changes in ice-mélange 
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strength. Large seasonal retreats at Helheim, however, did occur during weaker mélange 

conditions (Figure 2.3e and Figure 2.4), suggesting that the ice mélange may still have affected 

iceberg-calving rates during other seasons. This result contradicts the conclusions of Cook et al., 

[2014], who used a numerical model to show that changes in ice-mélange strength had little effect 

on Helheim’s terminus position. While it is possible that another oceanic or atmospheric change, 

such as changes in submarine melt [Straneo et al., 2011], can explain the varying magnitude of 

seasonal advances at Helheim, we suggest that these large seasonal advances followed summers 

with substantial dynamic thinning for a reason: this thinning caused the terminus to evolve from 

grounded to floating (Figure 2.3c), which affected iceberg-calving rates. 

Iceberg calving is sensitive to the spatial extent of floating ice near the terminus [Benn et 

al., 2007]. At the two extremes, grounded tidewater glaciers in Alaska and Greenland calve 

frequent, small non-tabular icebergs, and floating ice shelves in Antarctica calve infrequent, large 

tabular icebergs [Walter et al., 2010; Bassis and Jacobs, 2013]. Similarly, Helheim and 

Kangerlussuaq typically calved non-tabular icebergs when their termini were grounded or nearly 

grounded and tabular icebergs when their termini were floating (Figure 2.3 and Figure 2.6) 

[Joughin et al., 2008b]. Helheim calved non-tabular icebergs year-round but rarely calved tabular 

icebergs during the winter, which may indicate that different processes affect non-tabular and 

tabular iceberg calving [Benn et al., 2007; Amundson et al., 2010]. For example, near-terminus 

deviatoric stresses and strain rates tend to be smaller for a floating rather than grounded terminus, 

which likely causes slower rates of rift propagation and thereby promotes tabular iceberg calving 

[Reeh, 1968; Alley et al., 2008]. When tabular icebergs do calve from the terminus, these icebergs 

typically remain upright; non-tabular icebergs, on the other hand, will likely overturn, which may 

promote further iceberg calving by flushing the ice mélange further away from the terminus 
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[Amundson et al., 2010]. Consequently, even if oceanic and atmospheric conditions were similar 

during different winters at Helheim, the glacier may only have been able to readvance by >3 km 

following summers with significant dynamic thinning, which affected iceberg-calving behavior.    

Our results also suggest that non-tabular iceberg calving at Helheim occurred as a lightly 

grounded terminus is forced up a reverse bed slope [Joughin et al., 2008b], contrary to the 

hypothesis of James et al. [2014]. If that is the case, then seasonal dynamic thinning may lessen 

this geometric effect, further enabling the terminus to readvance. As has been observed in other 

studies [Joughin et al., 2008b; James et al., 2014; Murray et al., 2015], large rifts and depressions 

often formed within ~500 m of the calving front before non-tabular iceberg calving at Helheim. 

We did not observe any such rifts or depressions in the DEMs or satellite images before non-

tabular iceberg calving at Kangerlussuaq. It is possible that rifts formed at Kangerlussuaq, but we 

did not observe them. However, this lack of observations may also imply that non-tabular iceberg 

calving occurred through a different mechanism there, perhaps because Kangerlussuaq typically 

had a floating, rather than lightly grounded, terminus. 

The rifts and depressions that form before non-tabular iceberg calving at Helheim have 

been interpreted in two different ways. Joughin et al. [2008b] suggested that these depressions 

form as the terminus is pushed up a reverse bed slope faster than it can thin to flotation, while a 

region upstream remains at or near flotation. Deviatoric stresses in this depression should be 

sensitive to the basal topography and to the ice thickness near the terminus, since thicker ice will 

need to be forced farther up this reverse bed slope. Once a rift forms in this depression, enhanced 

rift growth may occur due to the strain-rate-weakening nature of ice [Bassis and Ma, 2015]. By 

contrast, James et al. [2014] interpreted these depressions as “flexion zones,” which form as the 

calving front advances into deeper water faster than it can viscously adjust to the buoyant 
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disequilibrium. The ice must then adjust by brittle failure, causing the calving front to rotate 

outwards as a basal crevasse penetrates at depth. Based on the available bed-elevation 

measurements, Helheim’s terminus advanced into shallower water during non-tabular iceberg 

calving (Figure 2.1c). James et al. [2014] suggested that these bed-elevation measurements might 

be unreliable, but the bed-elevation measurements have since been re-processed, and we used those 

measurements in this study. Furthermore, Helheim’s high sensitivity to terminus position also 

implies retreat down a reverse bed slope (Figure 2.10a) [Nick et al., 2009]. If rates of dynamic 

thinning and submarine melt were greater than the rate at which the calving front advanced into 

shallower water, then the calving front may still have come ungrounded [James et al., 2014; 

Murray et al., 2015]. However, when Helheim advanced to the top of the reverse bed slope and 

calved into deeper water, the terminus typically calved tabular rather than non-tabular icebergs. 

These observations may indicate that rift-driven, non-tabular iceberg calving typically occurs 

when a lightly grounded terminus is resting on a reverse bed slope. Consequently, seasonal 

dynamic thinning and thickening may affect non-tabular iceberg-calving rates by altering 

deviatoric stresses in the depression that forms upstream of the calving front. 

While a full analysis of this mechanism and other potential controls on non-tabular and 

tabular iceberg calving is outside the scope of this study, our results highlight that seasonal 

terminus variations are affected by the spatial extent of floating ice near the terminus. For a lightly 

grounded glacier, such as Helheim, seasonal dynamic thinning and thickening can affect this 

spatial extent, which in turn affects iceberg calving. Consequently, temporal changes in the extent 

of floating ice may help explain why some glaciers, such as Helheim, show a clear seasonal pattern 

in terminus position and glacier velocity during some years but not during other years [Howat et 

al., 2010; Schild and Hamilton, 2013; Moon et al., 2014]. 
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2.6 Conclusions 

Our observations indicate that glacier geometry exerted a strong control on the seasonal 

and interannual evolution of Helheim and Kangerlussuaq from 2008 to 2016. These results are 

consistent with prior studies at Helheim and Kangerlusssuaq [Howat et al., 2007; Nick et al., 2009] 

and at other glaciers [e.g., Joughin et al., 2012; Motyka et al., 2017]. While Helheim stopped 

thinning shortly after its 2001–2005 retreat ended, Kangerlussuaq continued thinning through 

2015. This thinning initially caused grounding-line retreat into deeper water, likely leading to 

further speedup, thinning, and retreat. By late summer 2011, Kangerlussuaq’s grounding line had 

retreated into shallower water. Kangerlussuaq has since slowed and reduced its dynamic thinning 

rates, suggesting that its grounding line may be in a more stable position now that it rests on a 

down-glacier bed slope. Helheim’s stable grounding-line position from 2008 to 2016 appears to 

be related to a down-glacier bed slope a few kilometers upstream of its terminus position. Given 

that both Helheim and Kangerlussuaq flow through basal troughs that become narrower and 

shallower <20 km upstream of their current grounding-line positions, the potential retreat of these 

glaciers over the next few centuries appears to be limited [Nick et al., 2013]. 

We also observed different seasonal variability in terminus position, glacier velocity, 

surface elevation, and iceberg-calving behavior at Helheim and Kangerlussuaq, which we partially 

attribute to differences in ice dynamics related to the glaciers’ geometries. Despite larger seasonal 

retreats at Kangerlussuaq than at Helheim, glacier velocity and surface elevation were more 

sensitive to terminus position at Helheim than at Kangerlussuaq. Helheim is likely more sensitive 

to terminus position due to its lightly grounded, rather than floating, terminus. Iceberg-calving 

behavior also depended on glacier geometry, with tabular iceberg calving typically indicating a 

floating terminus and rift-driven, non-tabular iceberg calving indicating a lightly grounded 
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terminus resting on a reverse bed slope. Our results suggest that seasonal velocity variability and 

iceberg-calving behavior may provide additional clues about glacier geometry where we presently 

have limited bed- and surface-elevation measurements. 

Given that seasonal elevation variations alter glacier geometry, these elevation variations 

may also affect the dynamic response of tidewater glaciers to environmental change. Many studies 

[Schild and Hamilton, 2013; Moon et al., 2014] have found a clear, seasonal relationship between 

terminus position and environmental change at some tidewater glaciers, while other glaciers 

indicate a more complex relationship. Our results suggest that lightly grounded glaciers may be 

more likely to exhibit an inconsistent relationship between terminus position and environmental 

change, because seasonal elevation variations can affect the spatial extent of floating ice near their 

termini and thereby influence iceberg-calving behavior. Consequently, the effect of an oceanic or 

atmospheric change on tidewater glacier dynamics may differ depending on when the change 

occurs relative to seasonal changes in glacier geometry. Long-term observations of seasonal 

elevation change are currently only available for a few tidewater glaciers in Greenland; however, 

seasonal dynamic thinning/thickening is likely widespread, and further research is needed to better 

understand its importance for the long-term evolution of the Greenland Ice Sheet. 
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Figure 2.1. (a) Glacier velocity at Helheim from 30 June to 11 July 2014. Background image is 

the Landsat 8 panchromatic band from 4 July 2014.  Colored circles indicate the locations of 

sample points plotted in Figure 2.3. Sample point names indicate the distance in kilometers from 

the mean terminus position from 2008 to 2016. We calculated surface-elevation change rates for 

the hatched region. Black curve indicates the profile shown in (b-c). (b) Glacier surface 

elevations from ATM. Black dashed line is the height where the ice should become afloat. (c) 

Smoothed bed elevations and all measured CreSIS bed elevations within 200 m of the profile. 

Gray vertical lines indicate the range of observed terminus positions from 2008 to 2016.  
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Figure 2.2.  (a) Glacier velocity at Kangerlussuaq from 1-12 July 2014. Background image is the 

Landsat 8 panchromatic band from 6 July 2014. Colored circles indicate the locations of sample 

points plotted in Figure 2.6. We calculated surface-elevation change rates for the hatched region. 

Black curve indicates the profile shown in (b, c). See Figure 2.1 for descriptions of panels (b,c). 

Black arrow indicates the approximate location of Kangerlussuaq’s grounding line from 2011 to 

2015, and the red ellipse indicates the location of a potential overdeepening discussed in the text. 

Bed elevations are very poorly constrained downstream of -5 km because the glacier was 

typically floating in this region when radar thicknesses were collected. 
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Figure 2.3.  Observational record for Helheim. (a) Terminus position relative to the 2008–2016 

average, water depth at the calving front, and calved iceberg type, (b) glacier velocity at sample 

points H02-H20 in Figure 2.1a, (c) height above flotation at H02 and H05, (d) surface-elevation 

change rates from the DEM and flux-gate methods, (e) ice-mélange conditions from TSX 

velocity estimates, sea-ice fraction from OSTIA, and surface runoff from RACMO2.3. Dashed 

line in (a) shows the linear trend in the observed terminus positions. Blue dotted line in (c) 
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indicates the height where H02 should become afloat with 50-m uncertainties in the bed 

elevation indicated by the shaded bar. Gray line in (d) shows the surface-elevation change rate 

due to surface mass balance processes predicted by RACMO2.3. Text above runoff curve in (e) 

indicates the total surface runoff for each year. Blue and red circles in (e) indicate free and rigid 

ice-mélange conditions, respectively. Vertical shaded bars indicate periods of surface runoff. 
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Figure 2.4. (a,b) Terminus position and (c,d) SIF and ice-mélange conditions during years when 

Helheim did (right) and did not (left) seasonally advance by >3 km. Ice-mélange conditions have 

been monthly binned for all years in each panel. Numbers indicate the total number of TSX 

velocity estimates used in each binning.   
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Figure 2.5. Range of observed glacier velocities and surface elevations at Helheim from 2011 to 

2015. All linear trends have been removed before calculating the range. (a) Bed elevation from 

Morlighem et al. [2014], (b) range of observed glacier velocities, (c) range of observed surface 

elevations, and (d) the resulting changes in the flotation condition. Regions in red remained 

grounded, regions in blue remained floating, and regions in black changed between grounded 

and floating. Black curve in (a-c) indicates the region where the bed is below sea level.  
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Figure 2.6. Observational record for Kangerlussuaq. Subpanels are the same as in Figure 2.3. 

Note that (c) shows height above flotation at K05 and K10. Light blue dotted line in (c) indicates 

the height where K05 should become afloat with 50-m uncertainties in the bed elevation 

indicated by the shaded bar. 
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Figure 2.7. (a) Terminus position and (b) SIF and ice-mélange conditions at Kangerlussuaq. Ice-

mélange conditions have been monthly binned, with the number indicating the total number of 

TSX velocity estimates used in each binning. 
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Figure 2.8. Linear trends in (a) glacier velocity and (b) surface elevation (i.e., average thinning 

rate) from 2011 to 2015 at Kangerlussuaq. All plotted trends have a p-value < 0.05. 
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Figure 2.9. Range of observed glacier velocities and surface elevations from 2011 to 2015 at 

Kangerlussuaq. See Figure 2.5 for a description of the subpanels. 
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Figure 2.10. Relationship between the terminus position and dynamic surface-elevation change 

rate (first term on the right in Equation 2.1) at (a) Helheim and (b) Kangerlussuaq. Terminus 

position is relative to the mean 2008–2016 terminus position. Marker color indicates the day of 

year. 
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Chapter 3. Basal conditions for Helheim and Kangerlussuaq 
Glaciers, Southeast Greenland, from 2001 to 2016 

Chapter 3 will be submitted to The Cryosphere under the title “Basal conditions for 

Helheim and Kangerlussuaq Glaciers, Southeast Greenland, from 2001 to 2016.” The manuscript 

is authored by L. Kehrl, I. Joughin, B.E. Smith, and I. M. Howat. The supplement for this paper 

can be found in Appendix B. The dissertation author was the primary investigator and author of 

this paper.  

3.1 Abstract 

Basal conditions vary spatially and temporally under Greenland tidewater glaciers and can 

affect their response to climate change. Yet, these variations are not well understood or quantified. 

In this study, we investigated seasonal and interannual changes in basal conditions at Helheim and 

Kangerlussuaq glaciers from 2001 to 2016 using control methods. To test the sensitivity of the 

inferred basal conditions to the choice of forward model, we used forward models that solved both 

the full Stokes equations and the shallow-shelf approximation. Consistent with previous studies, 

we find a weak bed under the fast-flowing regions of Helheim and Kangerlussuaq that supports 

little of the driving stress. Embedded within the weak bed are sticky spots that fully support the 

local driving stress and resist basal sliding. When Helheim and Kangerlussuaq retreated, sped up, 

and thinned in the early 2000s, the basal shear stress decreased across the lower glacier. The basal 

shear stress also varied seasonally at Kangerlussuaq, reaching a maximum value in late summer 

or early fall, likely reflecting the development of a more efficient subglacial drainage system. It 

was less clear whether seasonal variations in the basal shear stress occurred at Helheim. The 

observed temporal relationship between the basal shear stress and basal velocity at Helheim and 

Kangerlussuaq likely cannot be explained by a Weertman basal sliding law or Mohr-Coulomb 
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parameterization; instead, we suggest that our snapshot inversions support spatially variable basal 

conditions, with different regions of the bed likely following different basal sliding laws.  

3.2 Introduction 

Many Greenland tidewater glaciers retreated, sped up, and thinned in the early 2000s 

[Rignot and Kanagaratnam, 2006; Moon and Joughin, 2008; Moon et al., 2012]. While ocean 

warming likely contributed to this widespread retreat [Holland et al., 2008; Straneo et al., 2010], 

speedup and thinning also propagated inland through dynamic feedbacks [Nick et al., 2009]. 

Speedup near the terminus causes thinning, which can steepen the surface slope, increase the 

driving stress, and allow the speedup to diffuse farther inland [Howat et al., 2005]. Thinning can 

also reduce the effective pressure, which is the difference between the ice overburden pressure and 

the subglacial water pressure. The resistance to flow generated at the ice bed depends on the 

effective pressure, so a reduction in the effective pressure can cause additional speedup and 

thinning [Joughin et al., 2012; Habermann et al., 2013]. Inland thinning can account for over 75% 

of a glacier’s dynamic mass loss [Price et al., 2011], so understanding the processes that control 

the magnitude and extent of the inland response is critical for projecting future sea-level rise. 

Much of a glacier catchment’s inland response is affected by properties at its bed, which 

can vary spatially and temporally [Clarke, 2005]. Glacier beds are often divided into two types: 

hard and soft. Basal sliding over a hard, rough bed depends on regelation and creep around bed 

obstacles [Weertman, 1957] and cavitation [Iken, 1981; Schoof, 2005], whereas sliding over a soft 

bed depends on the deformation of the subglacial sediment [Tulaczyk et al., 2000]. Both soft- and 

hard-bedded sliding can be affected by changes in the effective pressure: cavity formation can 

smooth bed obstacles on a hard bed [Schoof, 2005], and changes in the effective pressure can alter 

a soft bed’s basal yield stress [Tulaczyk et al., 2000]. While physically based models for basal 
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sliding have been developed to describe these processes [e.g., Gagliardini et al., 2007; Schoof, 

2005], such models can be difficult to incorporate into ice-sheet models due to their poorly 

constrained parameters. 

Consequently, most ice-sheet models use a Weertman sliding law, which relates the basal 

shear stress 𝜏> to the basal velocity 𝑢> through a power law 

𝜏> = 𝛽𝑢>&/A,          (3.1) 

where the basal friction coefficient 𝛽 is a positive number and 𝑚 is the sliding law exponent 

[Weertman, 1957]. The value of 𝛽 depends on bed properties, including bed roughness, type, and 

effective pressure. Depending on the value of 𝑚, Eq. (3.1) can yield different types of basal sliding; 

with 𝑚 = 1, Eq. (3.1) corresponds to a linear-viscous bed model [Alley et al., 1986; Blankenship 

et al., 1986], whereas 𝑚 = 3 is often assumed to represent basal sliding over a hard bed [Cuffey 

and Paterson, 2010]. As 𝑚 → ∞, Eq. (3.1) approximates a plastic law for sediment deformation, 

where the basal shear stress is independent of the basal velocity. Sea-level rise projections are 

sensitive to the choice of 𝑚 [Ritz et al., 2015; Brondex et al., 2017], as larger values cause changes 

at the ice-ocean boundary to propagate faster and farther inland [Price et al., 2008]. 

While inverse methods can be used to infer 𝛽 from a single set of observations for a given 

value of 𝑚 [MacAyeal, 1993; Arthern and Gudmundsson, 2010], determining the best value of 𝑚 

requires observations collected at different times with substantially different basal shear stresses 

and/or basal velocities. In the inverse problem, the basal shear stress 𝜏> must achieve stress balance 

and is therefore independent of the value of 𝑚 [Joughin et al., 2004a]. If 𝑚 = 1 in the inverse 

problem, then 𝛽 accounts for any nonlinearity in the true value of 𝑚.  Gillet-Chaulet et al. [2016] 

assimilated five years of surface velocities for Pine Island Glacier, West Antarctica, into a 

numerical model that solved the shallow-shelf approximation to infer a temporally constant 𝛽 
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using different values of 𝑚. Values of 𝑚 ≤ 3 underestimated the observed speedup from 1996 to 

2010, while 𝑚 = 20 produced the closest match to observations, likely implying plastic 

deformation of the underlying sediment. Similarly, Joughin et al. [2010] showed that the observed 

dynamic thinning at Pine Island Glacier could be explained by a mixed bed model, with plastic 

deformation in areas where 𝜏> < 40 kPa and 𝑚 = 3 elsewhere. At Greenland’s largest glacier, 

Jakobshavn Isbrae, Habermann et al. [2013] found that a plastic Mohr-Coulomb parameterization 

could account for the temporal evolution of the basal shear stress from 1985 to 2008. While the 

above studies provide evidence for plastic deformation beneath tidewater glaciers in Greenland 

and Antarctica, these studies have been constrained by only a few sets of observations collected 

over several decades and consequently have neglected shorter, seasonal variations that might 

provide additional insight into the basal dynamics of tidewater glaciers. 

In this study, we investigated seasonal and interannual changes in basal conditions at two 

of Greenland’s largest tidewater glaciers, Helheim (HG) and Kangerlussuaq (KG), from 2001 to 

2016 (Figure 3.1). Similar to many Greenland tidewater glaciers [Moon and Joughin, 2008; Moon 

et al., 2012], HG and KG retreated, accelerated, and thinned in the early 2000s [Rignot et al., 2004; 

Howat et al., 2007; Stearns and Hamilton, 2007]. Both glaciers ended their retreats by 2006, but 

HG stopped thinning while KG continued thinning through 2015 [Howat et al., 2011; Bevan et al., 

2012; Kehrl et al., 2017]. HG and KG also seasonally retreated, sped up, and thinned from 2011 

to 2015 [Sundal et al., 2013; Bevan et al., 2015; Kehrl et al., 2017]. HG seasonally sped up and 

thinned in the late summer when its terminus was most retreated; KG, by contrast, sped up during 

the mid-summer and mid-winter in response to changes in surface melt and terminus position, 

respectively [Kehrl et al., 2017].  
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To better understand the role of basal conditions in the seasonal and interannual evolution 

of HG and KG, we ran a series of steady-state inversions for both glaciers from 2001 to 2016. 

Following Goldberg et al. (2015), we refer to these inversions as “snapshot” inversions, because 

they are constrained by surface velocity and elevation measurements that are assumed to be 

contemporaneous. Each snapshot inversion was constrained by surface velocity and elevation 

measurements that were collected within the same month. We tested the sensitivity of the inferred 

basal conditions to the choice of forward model by using models that solved both the full Stokes 

equations and the shallow-shelf approximation [MacAyeal, 1989]. We focus our discussion on 

spatial and temporal patterns in the basal shear stress that remain consistent across all models. 

These patterns provide insight into the form of the basal sliding law under two of Greenland’s 

largest tidewater glaciers.  

3.3 Methods 

We used control methods [MacAyeal, 1993; Morlighem et al., 2010; Gillet-Chaulet et al., 

2012] along with four forward models implemented in Elmer/Ice [Gagliardini et al., 2013] to infer 

changes in basal conditions at KG and HG from 2001 to 2016. In the following sections, we first 

describe the data used to constrain the models and then describe our modelling approach.  

3.3.1 Data 

To develop a detailed timeseries of glacier surface velocity and elevation from 2001 to 

2016, we combined data products from several satellite missions. For 2001 to 2011, we used 

surface velocity measurements from optical feature tracking of Landsat and Advanced Spaceborne 

Thermal Emissivity and Reflection Radiometer (ASTER) imagery [Howat, 2017]. Surface 

velocities for 2011 to 2016 were derived from speckle tracking of TerraSAR-X and TanDEM-X 
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(TSX) radar mosaics [Joughin, 2002; Joughin et al., 2016; Kehrl et al., 2017]. Reported 

uncertainties are ~3% for both velocity products [Joughin et al., 2010a; Howat, 2017], but the 

uncertainty in the TSX velocity estimates may be even lower than this value due to recent 

improvements in Greenland digital elevation models [Joughin et al., 2018]. To constrain glacier 

geometry, we used bed elevations from BedMachine V3 [Morlighem et al., 2017] and surface 

elevations from ASTER [Howat et al., 2007], SPIRIT [Korona et al., 2009], Worldview, and 

TanDEM-X (TDM) [Kehrl et al., 2017]. Reported elevation uncertainties are 7–10 m for ASTER 

[Fujisada et al., 2005; San and Süzen, 2005], 6 m for SPIRIT [Korona et al., 2009], and < 2 m for 

Worldview and TDM [Shean et al., 2016; Kehrl et al., 2017].  

3.3.2 Modeling 

To infer changes in basal conditions from 2001 to 2016, we ran 21 and 24 snapshot 

inversions for HG and KG, respectively. Each snapshot inversion was constrained by a set of 

surface velocity and elevation measurements, which were collected within a month of one another, 

and, for our purposes are effectively contemporaneous. This is an improvement in technique over 

previous studies [e.g., Joughin et al., 2009; Shapero et al., 2016] that used data collected over 

several years because contemporaneous data were unavailable. The data used in each inversion are 

given in Supplement Table B.1 and Table B.2. In the following sections, we describe the four 

forward models used for each snapshot inversion and the inverse problem. 

3.3.2.1 Forward models 

To test the sensitivity of the inferred basal conditions to the choice of forward model, we 

implemented four forward models using the finite-element package Elmer/Ice [Gagliardini et al., 

2013]. Two models solved the full Stokes equations, and the other two solved the equations with 
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the depth-averaged shallow-shelf approximation [MacAyeal, 1989]. In all models, the constitutive 

relationship for ice flow is given by Glen’s flow law [Glen, 1955] with an effective viscosity  

𝜂 = &
M
(𝐸𝐴)P&/Q𝜀Ṡ(&PQ)/Q,        (3.2) 

where 𝐸 is an enhancement factor, 𝐴 is the flow law parameter, 𝑛 = 3 is the flow law exponent, 

and 𝜀Ṡ is the second invariant of the strain rate tensor. The value of 𝐸 depends on ice fabric and 

water content; we set 𝐸 = 3 in all models to account for polar ice undergoing simple shear [Cuffey 

and Paterson, 2010]. The value of 𝐴 depends on the ice temperature through an Arrhenius 

relationship. Two models used a constant ice temperature of –10 °C, while the other two used 

spatially variable ice temperatures calculated with a steady-state thermomechanical model 

[Zwinger et al., 2007]. We ran the thermomechanical model for the full HG and KG drainage 

basins [Zwally et al., 2012], constrained at the glacier surface by surface temperatures from the 

Regional Atmospheric Climate Model Version 2.3 (RACMO 2.3) [van Angelen et al., 2013; Noël 

et al., 2015] and at the glacier bed by a geothermal heat flux of 60 mW m-2 [Davies, 2013]. The 

thermomechanical model calculated a temperate basal layer with a thickness of < 100 m over the 

regions of fast flow at KG and HG, with colder ice above (Figure B.1). The four forward models 

tested in this study include all four combinations of full Stokes (FS) or shallow-shelf 

approximation (SSA) with a constant (CT) or thermomechanical (MT) temperature model: FS-CT, 

FS-MT, SSA-CT, and SSA-MT.  

In all models, we applied a Robin boundary condition given by Eq. (3.1) at the glacier bed 

and treated the glacier surface as a stress-free surface. We applied a Dirichlet boundary condition 

as determined by the observed surface velocity on all other boundaries. By imposing the observed 

velocity, we accounted for changes in the stress balance that occurred due to forcings both internal 

and external to the model domain, including downstream changes in effective pressure, grounding-
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line position, and terminus position. To discretize the model domain, we used an unstructured 

planar mesh with a resolution of ~250 m, which we vertically extruded to 12 layers for the full 

Stokes models. We limited our model domain to an upstream region where the glacier remained 

grounded to prevent uncertainties in grounding-line position from affecting our analysis (Figure 

3.1). 

3.3.2.2 Inverse problem 

For each set of forward model and observations (Table B.1 and Table B.2), we used control 

methods [MacAyeal, 1993; Morlighem et al., 2010; Gillet-Chaulet et al., 2012] to infer the basal 

friction coefficient 𝛽 over the glacier bed Γ> by minimizing the misfit 𝐽4 between the modeled and 

observed horizontal velocity over the glacier surface ΓW  

𝐽4 =
&
M ∫ X(𝑢Y − 𝑢Y4>Z)M + (𝑢[ − 𝑢[4>Z)M\]̂ 𝑑Γ,     (3.3) 

where 𝒖 = (𝑢Y, 𝑢[) is the modeled velocity and 𝒖4>Z = (𝑢Y4>Z, 𝑢[4>Z) is the observed velocity. 

The area-weighted root-mean-square error (RMSE) is then `2𝐽4/𝐴]Z, where 𝐴]̂  is the area of the 

glacier surface.  

In the inversions, we set 𝑚 = 1 in Eq. (1) because the inferred basal shear stress should be 

independent of the value of 𝑚 [Joughin et al., 2010b; Minchew et al., 2016]. To ensure a positive 

value of 𝛽, we solved the inverse problem with respect to a new variable 𝛼, where 𝛽 = 𝛼M.  

As in any ill-posed inverse problem, many possible solutions for 𝛽 exist that fit the 

observed surface velocity to within the combined model and measurement error. It is not possible 

to differentiate between these solutions to find the true value of 𝛽, and consequently, an additional 

constraint must be added to find a solution that does not over-fit the data [Habermann et al., 2012]. 
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In this study, we added a Tikhonov regularization term to the cost function which penalized the 

first spatial derivative of 𝛽 

𝐽bSc =
&
M ∫ defg

fY
h
M
+ efg

f[
h
M
+ efg

fi
h
M
j 𝑑Γkl

.      (3.4) 

The total cost function 𝐽 to be minimized is then 

𝐽 = 𝐽4 + 𝜆𝐽bSc ,         (3.5) 

where the regularization parameter 𝜆 determines the trade-off between the data-model misfit 𝐽4 

and the model norm 𝐽bSc. Ideally, we would choose the smoothest possible solution for 𝛽 (i.e., the 

largest value of 𝜆) that fits the observed velocity to within the combined model and measurement 

errors [Aster et al., 2005]. This approach, however, is often not possible because errors in the 

model due to poorly constrained parameters and model simplifications are frequently not known. 

As a result, the L-curve method is often used to choose the optimal value of 𝜆 [Jay-Allemand et 

al., 2011; Habermann et al., 2013; Shapero et al., 2016]. As the value of 𝜆 increases, the data-

model misfit remains relatively constant up to a point, after which it abruptly increases. In the L-

curve method, this inflection point corresponds to the optimal value of 𝜆, because it provides the 

smoothest possible solution that can be achieved without drastically increasing the data-model 

misfit. It is important to remember that our choice of a smooth solution does not imply that the 

true solution must also be smooth; rather it is an acknowledgment that if the true solution contains 

more detail then we cannot distinguish it from noise, and so there is no point in including this level 

of detail in our solution. 

3.3.3 Driving stress 

To determine the importance of 𝜏> for the overall stress balance of the glacier, we 

calculated the along-flow component of the driving stress  
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𝜏! = 𝝉𝒅 ∙ 𝒖4>Z	/	‖𝒖4>Z‖.        (3.6) 

While the driving stress is aligned with the flow direction over large length scales, the driving 

stress can take on negative values over length scales less than a few ice thicknesses for reverse 

slopes and thereby oppose ice flow. Consequently, comparing the magnitudes of 𝜏> and 𝜏! without 

taking the flow direction into account can lead to a poor interpretation of the stress balance. 

3.4 Results 

Following the methods outlined above, we produced snapshot inversions for HG and KG 

from 2001 to 2016. Our snapshot inversions indicate seasonal and interannual variations in 𝜏> that 

are robust across all forward models. In the following sections, we describe the model 

performance, spatial and temporal variations in the basal shear stress, and the relationship between 

the basal velocity and basal shear stress. 

3.4.1 Data-model misfit and regularization 

We first used the L-curve method to determine an optimal value of the regularization 

parameter 𝜆 (Eq. (3.5)), as shown in Figure 3.2 for KG and Supplement Figure B.2 for HG. Based 

on these figures, we used 𝜆 = 1𝑒13 for SSA-CT and SSA-MT and 𝜆 = 1𝑒12 for FS-CT and FS-

MT in all following inversions. With our choice of 𝜆, the mean absolute difference between the 

modeled and observed velocities was < 200 m yr-1 for all velocity bins, corresponding to mean 

absolute residuals of > 5% for regions where 𝑢4>Z < 1 km yr–1 and ~3% for regions where 𝑢4>Z	> 

1 km yr–1, as shown in Figure 3.2c for KG and Supplement Figure B.2c for HG. The expected 

uncertainty for the TSX velocity estimates is < 3% [Joughin et al., 2010a, 2018], indicating that 

the models underfit the data (i.e., had misfits significantly larger than those expected based on the 
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data error estimates) in regions of slow flow and provided a reasonable fit to the observations in 

regions of fast flow.  

Figure 3.2d shows the data-model misfit for all snapshot inversions from 2001 to 2016 at 

KG. The area-weighted RMSE was ~150–250 m yr–1 for inversions before 2008 and ~125–150 m 

yr–1 for inversions after 2008. Out of the four forward models, FS-CT provided the closest match 

to the observed surface velocities for 22 of the 24 inversions at KG and for all 21 inversions at HG 

(Supplement Figure B.2d). 

3.4.2 Spatial patterns in the inferred basal shear stress 

The inferred basal shear stresses for the four forward models are shown in Figure 3.3 for 

KG for 22 May 2012 and in Supplement Figure B.3 for HG for 16 March 2012. In regions of fast 

flow (𝑢4>Z > 1 km yr–1), all four models showed a weak bed (𝜏> < 50 kPa) with isolated sticky 

spots (𝜏> > 300 kPa). The basal shear stress in the weak-bedded regions was significantly smaller 

than the driving stress (𝜏! ≈ 300 kPa). At KG, the area where 𝜏> < 10 kPa comprised 30% of the 

area of fast flow in FS-CT, 20% of the area in FS-MT and SSA-CT, and 10% of the area in SSA-

MT. At both glaciers, the sticky spots had a larger spatial extent and lower basal shear stress in 

FS-MT (𝜏> ≈ 300–400 kPa) compared to the other models (𝜏> > 400 kPa). In regions of slow 

flow (𝑢4>Z < 1 km yr–1), the basal shear stress (𝜏> ≈ 150–200 kPa) was comparable to or slightly 

greater than the driving stress (𝜏! ≈ 150–200 kPa) for all models.  

While the inferred basal shear stresses were qualitatively similar for all four models, the 

magnitudes of the inferred basal friction coefficients varied significantly among the models as 

indicated by their effect on modeled flow. Figure 3.3b-3.3e shows the residual between the 

modeled and observed velocities for KG for diagnostic simulations with different combinations of 

forward model and inferred basal friction coefficient. For each diagnostic simulation, we reported 
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the mean absolute residual (MAR) for the region where 𝑢4>Z > 1 km yr–1 over the observational 

period. We excluded comparison in regions where 𝑢4>Z < 1 km yr–1 because the models did not 

adequately fit slower velocities (Figure 3.2c and Supplement Figure B.2c). As expected, MAR was 

low (< 3%) for diagnostic simulations that used the same forward model as the model used to infer 

the basal friction coefficient (Figure 3.3b1, 3.3c2, 3.3d3, and 3.3e4). MAR values were also low 

(~ 5%) for different combinations of SSA-CT and SSA-MT (Figure 3.3d4 and 3.3e3), because the 

magnitudes of the inferred basal friction coefficients were similar for the two models. The largest 

MAR values (> 20%) involved FS-MT as the forward model in the diagnostic simulation (Figure 

3.3b2, 3.3d2, and 3.3e2) or in the inversion (Figure 3.3c1, 3.3c3, and 3.3c4). The results for HG, 

which were qualitatively similar to those for KG, are shown in Supplement Figure B.3b-B.3e. 

Figure 3.4 shows the ratio of basal to surface velocity at KG and HG for FS-CT and FS-

MT. For the region at KG where 𝑢4>Z > 1 km yr–1, basal sliding accounted for 73–82% of the 

surface motion over the observational period according to FS-CT and 53–66% of the surface 

motion according to FS-MT. At HG, basal sliding accounted for 76–81% of the surface motion 

according to FS-CT and 64–69% according to FS-MT. By construction, basal sliding accounted 

for 100% of the surface motion in SSA-CT and SSA-MT [MacAyeal, 1989].   

3.4.3 Temporal variations in the inferred basal shear stress 

Given that the snapshot inversions poorly fit regions of slow flow (𝑢4>Z < 1 km yr–1; Figure 

3.2c and Supplement Figure B.2c), we only considered the temporal evolution of the average basal 

shear stress in regions of fast flow (𝑢4>Z > 1 km yr–1). We divided the regions of fast flow into an 

“upper” and “lower” glacier based on their observed surface velocities: the lower glacier covered 

the region where 𝑢4>Z > 4 km yr–1 for all observations from 2001 to 2016 (dashed white curves in 

Figure 3.1), and the upper glacier covered the region where 1 km yr–1 < 𝑢4>Z < 4 km yr–1 (dashed 
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white and black curves in Figure 3.1). The average basal shear stress calculated for each region 

might be influenced by the boundary near the mesh edges. To determine the impact of boundary 

effects on the inferred temporal evolution of the basal shear stress, we experimented with 

excluding nodes within a given distance of the mesh boundary from our average values for each 

region; the results presented below, which used all nodes, were qualitatively similar to those 

obtained when we excluded nodes within 500 and 1000 m of the mesh boundary from our 

calculations.  

Figure 3.5 shows the average surface velocity, ice thickness, driving stress, and basal shear 

stress for the upper and lower glacier at KG from 2001 to 2016. On average, 𝜏> supported 40–61% 

of 𝜏! over the lower glacier (Figure 3.5c) and 70–85% of 𝜏! over the upper glacier (Figure 3.5d), 

with the rest of 𝜏! supported by the lateral margins or slower-moving regions upstream. Between 

August 2003 and June 2005, the lower glacier sped up by 4 km yr–1 (Figure 3.5a) and thinned by 

100 m (Figure 3.5b) during a period of terminus retreat [Howat et al., 2007; Joughin et al., 2008b]. 

Coincident with this speedup, 𝜏! increased by 50 kPa over the lower glacier, while 𝜏> decreased 

by 50–140 kPa. On the upper glacier, the increase in 𝜏> (10–20 kPa) accounted for roughly half of 

the increase in 𝜏! (30 kPa) during the speedup. By July 2007, the lower glacier had slowed by 2 

km yr–1 and thinned by an additional 30 m. Coincident with this slowdown, 𝜏! decreased by 30 

kPa for the lower glacier and by 20 kPa for the upper glacier. While 𝜏> remained low across the 

lower glacier during the slowdown, it subsequently increased by 10–60 kPa between July 2007 

and August 2009 despite continued thinning. After August 2009, 𝜏> varied by < 10–40 kPa for the 

lower glacier and by < 10 kPa for the upper glacier.  

Figure 3.6 shows terminus position [Kehrl et al., 2017], surface velocity, basal velocity, 

driving stress, and basal shear stress averaged over the entire region of fast flow (𝑢4>Z > 1 km yr–
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1) at KG from 2011 to 2015. Previous studies [Sundal et al., 2013; Kehrl et al., 2017] found two 

distinct periods of seasonal speedup at KG: (1) a mid-summer speedup of ~200 m yr–1 associated 

with surface-melt-induced basal lubrication and (2) a mid-winter speedup of varying magnitude 

associated with the seasonal retreat of KG’s floating ice tongue (Figure 3.6a and 3.6c). Coincident 

with the mid-summer speedups from 2011 to 2015, the snapshot inversions indicated an increase 

in basal sliding that accounted for the observed speedup (Figure 3.6d) and a decrease in 𝜏> of 5–8 

kPa over the region of fast flow (Figure 3.6e). Peak basal shear stresses occurred in the late summer 

or early fall. Seasonal changes in 𝜏> did not coincide with seasonal changes in 𝜏!. 

Figure 3.7 shows the average surface velocity, ice thickness, driving stress, and basal shear 

stress for the upper and lower glacier at HG from 2004 to 2015. On average, 𝜏> supported 31–51% 

of 𝜏!	over the lower glacier (Figure 3.7c) and 68–85% of 𝜏! over the upper glacier (Figure 3.7d), 

with the rest of 𝜏! supported by the lateral margins or slower-moving regions upstream. Between 

August 2004 and August 2005, the lower glacier sped up by 1 km yr–1 (Figure 3.7a) and thinned 

by 40 m (Figure 3.7b) during a period of terminus retreat [Howat et al., 2005]. On the lower glacier, 

𝜏! decreased by 5 kPa and 𝜏> decreased by 10–30 kPa during the speedup (Figure 3.7c). On the 

upper glacier, 𝜏! increased by 10 kPa; the four models indicate that 𝜏> may have increased (SSA-

CT and SSA-MT) or decreased (FS-CT and FS-MT) during this time (Figure 3.7d).  The lower 

glacier slowed by 1.9 km yr–1 and thickened by 10 m from August 2005 to August 2006 as its 

terminus re-advanced [Howat et al., 2007; Joughin et al., 2008b]. During the slowdown, 𝜏> 

increased by 10–20 kPa over the lower glacier. Since August 2006, 𝜏> has varied by < 20 kPa on 

the lower glacier and by < 10 kPa on the upper glacier.  

Figure 3.8 shows terminus position [Kehrl et al., 2017], surface velocity, basal velocity, 

driving stress, and basal shear stress averaged over the entire region of fast flow (𝑢4>Z > 1 km yr–
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1) at HG from 2011 to 2015. Previous work [Kehrl et al., 2017] showed that HG seasonally sped 

up and dynamically thinned during summers with significant terminus retreat from 2011 to 2015 

(Figure 3.8a–3.8c). Despite significant retreat, speedup, and thinning during summer 2013 

compared to the other summers, 𝜏> was similar to values calculated during other summers (Figure 

3.8e). In contrast to KG, it is less clear whether seasonal variations in 𝜏> occurred at HG.  

3.4.4 Relationship between the basal velocity and basal shear stress 

Figure 3.9 shows the relationship between 𝑢> and 𝜏> for the lower glacier, upper glacier, 

and entire region of fast flow at KG and HG. On lower KG, we find an inverse relationship between 

𝑢> and 𝜏> for all models, in which faster 𝑢> is associated with smaller 𝜏> (Figure 3.9a). The 

relationship between 𝑢> and 𝜏> is less clear for lower HG (Figure 3.9d); while the results generally 

support an inverse relationship, the slopes for SSA-CT and SSA-MT are not statistically different 

from zero according to a Wald Test with a significance level of 0.05. On upper KG and upper HG, 

our results are generally inconsistent with an inverse relationship; SSA-CT and SSA-MT suggest 

a positive relationship, while the relationships for FS-CT and FS-MT are even less clear. 

Supplement Tables S3 and S4 provide the Pearson correlation coefficients between 𝑢> and 𝜏> for 

each individual region and forward model. 

3.5 Discussion 

In the following sections, we discuss spatial and temporal variations in the basal shear 

stress at HG and KG and then use these patterns to help constrain the form of the basal sliding law. 

3.5.1 Spatial variations in the basal shear stress 

Consistent with previous studies [Joughin et al., 2012; Habermann et al., 2013; Shapero 

et al., 2016], our snapshot inversions indicate a predominantly weak bed that supports little of the 
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driving stress in regions of fast flow at HG and KG (Figure 3.3 and Figure B.3). Embedded within 

the weak-bedded region are sticky spots where the bed fully supports the local driving stress and 

resists basal sliding. Altogether, the strong- and weak-bedded regions support 60-80% of the local 

driving stress in the region of fast flow, with the rest of the driving stress supported by the lateral 

margins or coupling to slower-moving areas upstream. The presence of a weak bed interspersed 

with sticky spots is a consistent result across all forward models; the spatial pattern of strong- and 

weak-bedded regions, however, differs among the models (Figure 3.3 and Figure B.3), indicating 

that care should be taken in interpreting small scale variations in the basal shear stress  on the order 

of a few ice thicknesses. Shapero et al. [2016] found a more extensive weak bed under regions of 

fast flow at HG and KG than we found in this study, likely because they assumed colder ice and a 

lower enhancement factor. Out of the four forward models tested in this study, FS-MT produced 

the least extensive weak bed under regions of fast flow because internal deformation accounted 

for a larger proportion of the observed surface velocity (Figure 3.4). In FS-MT, internal 

deformation accounted for roughly one-third of the observed surface velocity in regions of fast 

flow, similar to values obtained from borehole tilt measurements at Jakobshavn Isbrae [Lüthi et 

al., 2002] and Store Glacier [Doyle et al., 2018] in West Greenland. Consequently, the implications 

of using a model based on the SSA, which neglects internal deformation, need to be considered 

when applied to Greenland tidewater glaciers.   

Despite differences in model physics, the SSA and FS models fit the observed surface 

velocities similarly well (Figure 3.2). In solving the inverse problem, the inferred basal friction 

coefficient must compensate for the chosen model physics. Consequently, using a basal friction 

coefficient inferred from one model in a simulation with a different forward model causes the 

model to perform poorly when compared to observations and is therefore inadvisable (Figure 3.2). 
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Furthermore, the similarity in data-model misfit for all models suggests that data-model misfit is 

likely a poor metric for choosing an optimal model and that field-based constraints should be 

considered. Given our poor understanding of ice rheology at KG and HG, we do not choose a 

single model and instead focus our attention on temporal variations in the basal shear stress that 

are consistent across all models. 

3.5.2 Interannual variations in the basal shear stress 

In the early 2000s, many Greenland tidewater glaciers retreated, sped up, and thinned 

[Rignot and Kanagaratnam, 2006; Moon and Joughin, 2008; Moon et al., 2012]. While very few 

studies have investigated changes in basal conditions during this time, previous studies at 

Jakobshavn indicate that retreat, speedup, and thinning coincided with a drop in the basal shear 

stress across the lower glacier [Joughin et al., 2012; Habermann et al., 2013]. Our results also 

suggest a decrease in the basal shear stress across lower HG and KG as the glaciers retreated, sped 

up, and thinned from 2003 to 2005 (Figure 3.5 and Figure 3.7). On upper KG and HG, the basal 

shear stress remained relatively constant or increased slightly. These results imply that the bed did 

not locally support changes in the stress balance associated with terminus retreat. Instead, changes 

in the stress balance were supported by enhanced basal resistance further upstream or along the 

lateral shear margins, allowing the speedups to propagate farther inland [Joughin et al., 2012; 

Bondzio et al., 2017].  

3.5.3 Seasonal variations in the basal shear stress 

Glacier velocity varies seasonally at many Greenland tidewater glaciers in response to 

seasonal changes in terminus position and surface-melt-induced basal lubrication [Howat et al., 

2010; Moon et al., 2014]. At HG, seasonal speedups and dynamic thinning occurred in the late 
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summer and appeared to be caused by seasonal variations in terminus position [Kehrl et al., 2017]. 

While Bevan et al. [2015] suggested that the seasonal speedups and dynamic thinning might be 

caused by surface-melt-induced basal lubrication, surface melt has been shown to cause only small 

speedups at HG [Andersen et al., 2010]. At KG, by contrast, seasonal speedups occurred in the 

mid-summer and mid-winter; the mid-summer speedup appeared to be related to changes in basal 

lubrication [Sundal et al., 2011], while the mid-winter speedup was likely caused by changes in 

terminus position [Kehrl et al., 2017]. If seasonal speedups at HG and KG are caused by changes 

in basal lubrication, then we might expect the speedups to coincide with a decrease in the basal 

shear stress. The basal shear stress should then increase over the summer as the effective pressure 

increases due to the development of a more efficient subglacial drainage system. Vallot et al. 

[2017] found seasonal variations in the inferred basal shear stress at Kronebreen, Svalbard, that 

likely reflected the development of a more efficient subglacial drainage system.  

Our limited inversions make it difficult to determine the exact timing and magnitude of 

seasonal variations in the basal shear stress at HG and KG (Figure 3.6 and Figure 3.8). However, 

the basal shear stress at KG generally reached a minimum around the time of the mid-summer 

speedup and then increased over the summer, potentially indicating the development of a more 

efficient subglacial drainage system. At HG, we find no consistent seasonal pattern in the basal 

shear stress. Furthermore, when HG rapidly retreated, sped up, and thinned during summer 2013, 

the basal shear stress remained similar to values calculated in other summers, suggesting that the 

speedup was not associated with changes in basal lubrication and instead driven by changes in 

terminus position [Kehrl et al., 2017]. Consequently, our results support previous studies, which 

have shown that KG may be more sensitive to surface-melt-induced basal lubrication than HG 

[Nettles et al., 2008; Andersen et al., 2010; Sundal et al., 2013; Kehrl et al., 2017]. 
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3.5.4 Basal sliding law 

The dynamics of Greenland tidewater glaciers are highly sensitive to the choice of basal 

sliding law, with nonlinear sliding laws allowing changes at the ice-ocean boundary to propagate 

faster and farther inland [Price et al., 2008; Brondex et al., 2017]. The form of the basal sliding 

under Greenland tidewater glaciers is still debated, and several basal sliding laws have been 

proposed [Habermann et al., 2013; Shapero et al., 2016; Stearns and van der Veen, 2018]. In the 

following section, we discuss the applicability of the proposed sliding laws to HG, KG, and other 

Greenland tidewater glaciers. 

A Weertman basal sliding law is frequently used in numerical models of Greenland 

tidewater glaciers due to its simplicity [e.g., Joughin et al., 2012; Nick et al., 2009]. Yet our 

snapshot inversions, along with those from Habermann et al. [2013], indicate that a Weertman 

basal sliding law is likely unsuitable for many Greenland tidewater glaciers. A Weertman sliding 

law implies that the basal shear stress should increase with the basal velocity (Eq. (3.1)). While 

our snapshot inversions indicate that there may be a positive correlation between the basal shear 

stress and basal velocity for upper KG and HG, we find a negative correlation for lower KG and 

HG (Figure 3.9), in contrast to the results expected for a Weertman sliding law. Furthermore, a 

Weertman sliding law allows arbitrarily high basal shear stresses and is therefore unphysical, 

because  it does not satisfy an upper bound on the basal shear stress given by the bed geometry 

and effective pressure [Iken, 1981]. The existence of this upper bound has been shown both 

numerically [Schoof, 2005; Gagliardini et al., 2007] and experimentally [Zoet and Iverson, 2015, 

2016]. We therefore suggest that a Weertman basal sliding law, while simple to implement, may 

be unsuitable for Greenland tidewater glaciers. 
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Seismic evidence [Dow et al., 2013; Walter et al., 2014; Hofstede et al., 2018] has shown 

that several Greenland tidewater glaciers are underlain by sediment rather than hard bedrock, 

suggesting that a soft-bedded basal sliding law may be more appropriate. Inferred basal shear 

stresses are < 10 kPa for large regions of HG, KG, and Jakobshavn (Figure 3.3 and Figure B.3) 

[Shapero et al., 2016]. These values are similar to basal shear stresses inferred for the Siple Coast 

Ice Streams, East Antarctica [Joughin et al., 2004a], where deformable sediment facilitates fast 

flow [Alley et al., 1986]. At low effective pressures, sediment is often assumed to behave as a 

Mohr-Coulomb plastic material with a basal yield strength [Tulaczyk et al., 2000]. Habermann et 

al. [2013] suggested that the temporal evolution of the basal shear stress at Jakobshavn from 1985 

to 2008 was generally consistent with a Mohr-Coulomb parameterization, where glacier thinning 

reduced the effective pressure and thereby lowered the basal yield strength. In calculating thinning-

induced changes in the effective pressure, Habermann et al. [2013] assumed that the subglacial 

water pressure remained fixed due to its connection to the ocean. Our snapshot inversions from 

2003 to 2005 also show a decrease in the basal shear stress across lower HG and KG that could be 

consistent with thinning-induced changes in the effective pressure and a Mohr-Coulomb 

parameterization (Figure 3.5). However, despite continued thinning across lower KG from 2007 

to 2009, the basal shear stress increased, rather than decreased (Figure 3.5). Seasonal dynamic 

thinning at KG and HG also did not coincide with a seasonal decrease in the basal shear stress as 

might be expected for a Mohr-Coulomb parameterization (Figure 3.6 and Figure 3.8). Together, 

these results suggest that a Mohr-Coulomb parameterization with fixed subglacial water pressure 

may be inappropriate for HG and KG. While many studies [e.g., Habermann et al., 2013; Joughin 

et al., 2012] assume a fixed subglacial water pressure when calculating thinning-induced changes 

in the effective pressure, changes in ice thickness and slope affect the hydrologic potential driving 
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water flow. Consequently, feedbacks between subglacial water pressure and ice thickness likely 

exist [Hoffman and Price, 2014], perhaps explaining the inconsistent relationship between the 

basal shear stress and glacier thinning at HG and KG. Alternatively, even if regions of HG and KG 

are underlain by deformable sediment, the basal dynamics may not follow a Mohr-Coulomb 

parameterization. 

While it is difficult to tease out the relationship between the basal shear stress and basal 

velocity from our snapshot inversions and thereby constrain the form of the basal sliding law 

(Figure 3.9), our results generally support an inverse relationship between these terms under lower 

KG and HG. On upper KG and HG, the relationship between the basal shear stress and basal 

velocity is less clear. Stearns and van der Veen [2018] found no relationship between the basal 

shear stress and basal velocity at 140 Greenland tidewater glaciers; rather they argued for a basal 

sliding law in which the basal velocity depends on only the effective pressure and thereby the 

height above flotation. Their conclusions, however, were based on relationships in space, rather 

than in time. We find no temporal relationship between variations in ice thickness and basal 

velocity at HG and KG (Figure 3.5 and Figure 3.7), and consequently, our results do not support 

a basal sliding law that depends on only effective pressure.  

Instead, we suggest that our snapshot inversions are more consistent with a spatially 

variable bed composed of both hard- and soft-bedded regions (Figure 3.3 and Figure B.3). If that 

is the case, then different regions may follow different basal sliding laws, perhaps explaining the 

varying relationship between the basal shear stress and basal velocity for the upper and lower 

glacier at KG and HG (Figure 3.9). Hofstede et al. [2018] found patches of consolidated and 

unconsolidated sediment that varied on a spatial scale of ~100 m in seismic profiles at Store 

Glacier. While inversions cannot identify variations in basal conditions at such small scales 
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[Gudmundsson, 2003], there is a strong correlation between the inferred basal shear stress and the 

basal acoustic impedance in seismic profiles averaged over larger distances [Kyrke-Smith et al., 

2017]. Consequently, we suggest that the relatively robust spatial pattern in the basal shear stress 

at HG and KG for all forward models likely implies a mixture of soft- and hard-bedded regions, 

which may follow different basal sliding laws. Vallot et al. [2017] found that the best-fit sliding 

law exponent in Eq. (3.1) varied spatially and temporally at Kronebreen, perhaps implying a 

spatially variable basal sliding law. Even if the basal sliding law varies spatially, it may still be 

possible to reproduce recent changes in Greenland tidewater glaciers using an ice-flow model that 

assumes a spatially constant basal sliding law [Joughin et al., 2012; Bondzio et al., 2017], because 

the hard-bedded regions, which support more of the driving stress, likely dominate the overall 

sliding behavior. However, our results suggest that the potential implications of a spatially variable 

basal sliding law should be considered. 

3.6 Conclusions 

Our results show seasonal and interannual variations in basal conditions under Helheim 

and Kangerlussuaq glaciers from 2001 to 2016. In all snapshot inversions, we find a weak bed 

interspersed with sticky spots under regions of fast flow. During large speedups, the basal shear 

stress remained constant or decreased across lower Helheim and Kangerlussuaq, implying that 

variations in the stress balance near the terminus were primarily supported outside of the regions 

of fast flow. Seasonal variations in the basal shear stress at Kangerlussuaq coincided with changes 

in surface runoff, likely reflecting the development of a more efficient subglacial drainage system. 

It is less clear if seasonal variations in the basal shear stress occurred at Helheim. Together, our 

results suggest that Helheim and Kangerlussuaq are likely underlain by both soft- and hard-bedded 

regions which may follow different basal sliding laws. 
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3.7 Data availability 

Surface-velocity measurements from 2001 to 2016 are available from the National Snow 

and Ice Data Center (nsidc.org.data/measures/gimp). Surface-elevation measurements are from 

Howat et al. [2007] and Kehrl et al. [2017]. Snapshot inversions are available from the authors 

upon request. Code is available at https://github.com/kehrl/big3. 
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Figure 3.1. Glacier velocity at (a) Kangerlussuaq Glacier (KG) and (b) Helheim Glacier (HG) in 

July 2014. Black curves show model extent, dashed black curves highlight the region where 

observed surface velocities 𝑢4>Z > 1 km yr-1 for all observations, and white dashed curves highlight 

the region where 𝑢4>Z > 4 km yr-1 for all observations. Red circles on inset maps show the location 

of KG and HG in Greenland. Background images are from Landsat 8. 
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Figure 3.2. Data-model misfit for KG. (a,b) L-curves show model norm 𝐽bSc versus data-model 

misfit 𝐽4 for different values of the regularization parameter 𝜆 for (a) SSA-MT and (b) FS-MT. 

Yellow stars indicate the chosen regularization parameter for SSA-MT and SSA-CT (𝜆 = 1𝑒13) 

and for FS-MT and FS-CT (𝜆 = 1𝑒12). (c) Mean absolute residual between modeled and observed 

velocities binned by velocity 𝑢4>Z every 100 m yr–1 for SSA-CT (orange), SSA-MT (red), FS-CT 

(cyan), and FS-MT (blue). Shaded bars show the 90th percentile range. Mean absolute residuals 

are less than the expected error for the TSX velocity estimates (black line) for 𝑢4>Z > 1 km yr–1. 

Inversions in (a–c) are constrained by observations from 22 May 2012. (d) Data-model misfit 𝐽4 

and root-mean square error (RMSE) for all snapshot inversions from 2001 to 2016. 
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Figure 3.3. (a) Inferred basal shear stress 𝜏> and (b-e) residual between modeled and measured 

velocities for KG for 22 May 2012. Rows use a single basal friction coefficient field inferred from 

(1) FS-CT, (2) FS-MT, (3) SSA-CT, and (4) SSA-MT. Columns (b-e) indicate the forward model 

used for each diagnostic simulation: (b) FS-CT, (c) FS-MT, (d) SSA-CT, and (e) SSA-MT. For 

example, subpanel (c1) shows a diagnostic simulation using the FS-CT forward model with an 

inferred basal friction coefficient from FS-MT. The mean absolute residual (MAR) is calculated 

for the region where 𝑢4>Z  > 1 km yr–1, as indicated by the dashed curves. Low MAR values are 
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expected for subpanels (b1), (c2), (d3), and (e4), which used the same forward model as the model 

used to infer the basal friction coefficient. 
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Figure 3.4. Ratio of the basal velocity 𝑢> to the surface velocity 𝑢 at KG for (a) FS-CT and (b) 

FS-MT on 22 May 2012 and at HG for (c) FS-CT and (d) FS-MT on 16 March 2012. 
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Figure 3.5. Average surface velocity and basal shear stress at KG from 2001 to 2016 for FS-CT 

(cyan), FS-MT (blue), SSA-CT (orange), and SSA-MT (red). (a) Average surface velocity 𝑢 for 

the lower glacier (Figure 3.1a). White boxes indicate the observed velocity and colored markers 

indicate the modeled velocity from the snapshot inversions. (b) Average ice thickness 𝐻 for the 

upper glacier (left; black circles) and for the lower glacier (right; white circles). (c) Average basal 

shear stress 𝜏> (colored circles) and driving stress 𝜏! (black circles) for the lower glacier. (d) 

Average basal shear stress and driving stress for the upper glacier. 
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Figure 3.6. Average velocity and basal shear stress for KG for the region where 𝑢4>Z  > 1 km yr–1 

from 2011 to 2015 for FS-CT (cyan), FS-MT (blue), SSA-CT (orange), and SSA-MT (red). (a) 

Average terminus position from Kehrl et al. [2017], with a positive change indicating advance, (b) 

average ice thickness 𝐻, (c) average surface velocity 𝑢, (d) average basal velocity 𝑢>, and (e) 

average driving stress 𝜏! and basal shear stress 𝜏>. Grey vertical bars indicate periods of glacier 

surface runoff from RACMO 2.3 [van Angelen et al., 2013; Noël et al., 2015]. 
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Figure 3.7. Average surface velocity and basal shear stress for the lower and upper glacier at HG 

from 2004 to 2015. See Figure 3.5 for a description of subpanels. 
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Figure 3.8. Average velocity and basal shear stress for HG for the region where 𝑢4>Z  > 1 km yr–1 

from 2011 to 2015. See Figure 3.6 for a description of subpanels. 
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Figure 3.9. Average basal velocity 𝑢> vs. average basal shear stress 𝜏> at (a, b, c) KG and (d, e, f) 

HG for (a, d) the lower glacier, (b, e) upper glacier, and (c, f) the entire region of fast flow. Solid 

(dashed) lines show best-fit lines with slopes that are (are not) significantly different from zero 

using a Wald Test with a significance level of 0.05. To show results for all forward models on the 

same scale, we have subtracted the average basal velocity and basal shear stress calculated for each 

model from the values shown. 
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Chapter 4. Evaluating the duration and continuity of potential 
climate records from the Allan Hills Blue Ice Area, East Antarctica 

Chapter 4, in full, is a reprint of “Evaluating the duration and continuity of potential climate 

records from the Allan Hills Blue Ice Area, East Antarctica” authored by L. Kehrl, H. Conway, N. 

Holschuh, S. Campbell, A.V. Kurbatov, and N.E. Spaulding as it appears in Geophysical Research 

Letters 2018. The supplement for this paper can be found in Appendix C. The dissertation author 

was the primary investigator and author of this paper.  

4.1 Abstract 

The current ice-core record extends back 800,000 years. Geologic and glaciological 

evidence suggests that the Allan Hills Blue Ice Area, East Antarctica, may preserve a continuous 

record that extends further back in time. In this study, we use ice-penetrating radar and existing 

age constraints to map the internal stratigraphy and age structure of the Allan Hills Main Ice Field. 

The dated isochrones provide constraints for an ice-flow model to estimate the age of ice near the 

bed. Previous drilling in the region recovered stratigraphically disturbed sections of ice up to 2.7 

million years old. Our study identifies a site ~5 km upstream which likely preserves a continuous 

record through Marine Isotope Stage 11 with the possibility that the record extends back one 

million years. Such records would provide new insight into the past climate and glacial history of 

the Ross Sea Sector. 

4.2 Introduction 

Ice cores currently provide detailed, continuous records of Earth’s climate and atmosphere 

over the past 800,000 years (800 ka) [EPICA Community Members, 2004; Masson-Delmotte et al., 

2010]. Lower resolution climate records from before 800 ka have been obtained from marine 
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sediments [Lisiecki and Raymo, 2005; Clark et al., 2006]. Together these records show that glacial 

cycles transitioned from a periodicity of 41 ka to 100 ka between 1200 ka and 700 ka ago during 

the mid-Pleistocene transition (MPT). The causes of the MPT remain poorly understood; 

hypotheses include a long-term decrease in atmospheric carbon dioxide concentrations [Berger et 

al., 1999], changes in sea-ice extent [Tziperman and Gildor, 2003], and the removal of regolith by 

glacial erosion in the Northern Hemisphere [Clark et al., 2006]. Interest in the MPT has fueled the 

search for an ice core that spans this time interval, which could help elucidate the characteristics 

of the transition [Jouzel and Masson-Delmotte, 2010; Fischer et al., 2013]. 

Previous studies have concluded that a continuous, million-year-old ice-core record is more 

likely to be preserved at a site that satisfies certain conditions: (1) it is near an ice divide, where 

stratigraphically disturbed ice is less likely due to slow flow [van Liefferinge and Pattyn, 2013]; 

(2) there is negligible basal melt, which removes old ice from the bed [Fischer et al., 2013; van 

Liefferinge and Pattyn, 2013; Parrenin et al., 2017]; and (3) there is limited basal relief, as steep 

basal topography tends to deform basal ice [Fischer et al., 2013]. The Allan Hills Blue Ice Area, 

East Antarctica (Figure 4.1), is characterized by steep basal topography, seemingly disqualifying 

it in the search for an old ice core. Yet, stratigraphically discrete ice samples as old as 2.7±0.3 

million years (Ma) have been recovered from the region (site BIT-58 in Figure 4.1a) [Higgins et 

al., 2015; Yan et al., 2017], indicating that the region could preserve a continuous, 1-Ma+ 

paleoclimate record. 

In this study, we determine the likely duration and continuity of a potential paleoclimate 

record from the Allan Hills Blue Ice Area. Blue ice areas form in regions of high winds, where 

enhanced sublimation and wind erosion cause net ablation [Bintanja, 1999; Sinisalo and Moore, 

2010]. Net ablation, combined with subglacial topographic barriers, causes the ice to flow towards 
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the surface. These conditions produce steeply dipping englacial layers that outcrop at the surface 

[Whillans and Cassidy, 1983; Bintanja, 1999; Grinsted et al., 2003; Turney et al., 2013]. In the 

Allan Hills, tephra layers as old as 205 ka are exposed at the surface [Dunbar et al., 1995], and 

meteorites with ages up to 2.2 Ma have been recovered [Nishiizumi et al., 1989; Delisle and 

Sievers, 1991]. 

4.3 Methods 

4.3.1 Ice-penetrating radar 

Blue ice areas are typically characterized by steeply dipping englacial layers [Bintanja, 

1999; Grinsted et al., 2003], but previous studies [Sinisalo et al., 2004; Spaulding et al., 2013; 

Winter et al., 2016], which used very high frequency (50-200 MHz) radar, have only detected these 

layers to a depth of ~100 m. We used a high frequency system, with resistively loaded dipole 

antennas tuned to a center frequency of 7 MHz (wavelength in ice of 24 m), to image englacial 

layers to a depth of ~900 m in the AH MIF (Figure 4.1b). To our knowledge, our radar profiles 

provide the first direct observations of deep englacial stratigraphy in a blue ice area. Radar 

reflections at this frequency primarily result from electrical conductivity contrasts caused by 

changes in acidity due to volcanic eruptions or deposition of impurities [Fujita et al., 1999] and 

can be considered isochrones (layers of equal age). The transmitter and receiver (a digital 

oscilloscope) were separated by 39 m and towed in-line behind a snowmobile traveling at ~7 km/h. 

The receiver was triggered by the airwave from the transmitter. Each radar record consists of 512-

stacked waveforms to improve the signal-to-noise ratio. The average distance between records is 

2.5 m. We determine the location of each radar record using a GPS antenna (Garmin 17HVS) 

mounted 1.5 m behind the receiver; position uncertainties are less than 3 m. Additional data 
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processing includes bandpass filtering and correcting for surface topography. Two-way travel time 

is converted to depth using wave speeds of 300 m/µs in air and 168.5 m/µs in ice.  

4.3.2 Age constraints 

We manually pick layers of local maximum power return in the radargrams and date those 

layers using age constraints from horizontal and vertical ice cores near site S27 [Spaulding et al., 

2013], which intersects Radar Track 4 (Figure 4.1). Ages from the 225 m, vertical core are linearly 

interpolated to 13 picked layers that intersect the core; these layers are determined to have ages of 

117-243 ka [Spaulding et al., 2013]. Where englacial layers intersect the surface upstream of S27, 

we assign ages from the horizontal core. Near-field radar effects prevent imaging within ~40 m of 

the surface, so we estimate the point of surface intersection by extrapolating layers using layer 

slopes calculated below this 40-m threshold. We then linearly interpolate ages from the horizontal 

ice core to these points of surface intersection, assigning ages spanning 89–108 ka to 15 layers. 

Figure 4.1c shows the depth-age scale for Radar Track 4. Finally, we use crossover points between 

Radar Track 4 and the other tracks to determine layer ages for all radar transects. Figure 4.1d 

shows the height of 105-ka ice above the bed for all radar transects. We estimate an age uncertainty 

of 7 ka for the inferred layer ages (Text C.1). 

4.3.3 Ice-flow model 

To determine the age structure near the bed, we adapt a flowline model that is based on 

mass conservation [Grinsted et al., 2003]. We define 𝑥 to be the distance along the flowline, 𝑦 to 

be the coordinate perpendicular to the flowline, 𝑧 to be the water-equivalent height above the bed, 

𝐻 to be the water-equivalent ice thickness, and �̃� = 𝑧/𝐻 to be the fractional ice thickness. The 

velocity components of 𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧, and �̃� are 𝑢, 𝑣, 𝑤, and 𝑤|, respectively. The horizontal velocity is 
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𝑢(�̃�) = 	𝑓(�̃�)𝑢Z          (4.1a) 

𝑣(�̃�) = 	0           (4.1b) 

and the horizontal velocity gradient is 

f~
fY
= 𝑓(�̃�) f~^

fY
            (4.2a) 

f�
f[
= 𝑓(�̃�) f�^

f[
,           (4.2b) 

where 𝑓(�̃�) is a shape factor and the subscript 𝑠 signifies the value at the surface. Following 

Grinsted et al. [2003], we use 

𝑓(�̃�) = ����(�i�)
����(�)

,          (4.3) 

which is similar to the shallow-ice approximation assuming no basal sliding [Cuffey and Paterson, 

2010]. The value 𝑘 determines the ice softness and thereby temperature profile used in the model. 

At the equilibrium line, the steady-state temperature profile is linear [Cuffey and Paterson, 2010]. 

Surface velocities are less than 0.5 m/a on both sides of the equilibrium line in the AH MIF 

[Spaulding et al., 2012], indicating that a linear temperature profile is likely a reasonable 

assumption for the entire flowline [Grinsted et al., 2003]. We set 𝑘 = 5 for a linear temperature 

profile that decreases from -10 °C at the bed to -30 °C at the ice surface. 

The model assumes that the ice thickness remains constant through time. Cosmogenic 

dating and erosional features indicate that the ice was roughly 100 m thicker in the AH MIF during 

the Last Glacial Maximum (26-19 ka) [Atkins et al., 2002] but likely remained within that range 

over the last 1 Ma [Yamane et al., 2015]. Given this assumption, volume conservation requires 
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where �̇� is the surface mass balance, with subscript 𝑚 indicating the mean over the ice column. 

From mass continuity, we also have 
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Equation 4.5 can be integrated to determine the normalized vertical velocity 
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We combine the horizontal and vertical velocities from Equations 4.1 and 4.6 with a Lagrangian 

integration scheme to determine particle back trajectories and hence the age structure of the ice 

[Grinsted et al., 2003].  

While more sophisticated models provide better representations of ice-flow behavior [e.g., 

Elmer/Ice; Gagliardini et al., 2013], these models require constraints from detailed observations 

that are not yet available for the AH MIF. Field observations are sparse [Spaulding et al., 2012], 

and very little is known about the regional ice-flow history over the last 1 to 2 Ma [Atkins et al., 

2002; Yamane et al., 2015]. The chosen model only requires surface elevation, bed elevation, 

surface velocity, mass balance, and ice-softness parameter (𝑘) along a flowline. 

We use Radar Track 1 as the basis for our flowline model because it extends the farthest 

upstream (Figure 4.1a). The model domain extends Radar Track 1 to the local ice divide (dashed 

line in Figure 4.1a) [Spaulding et al., 2012], with the upstream geometry defined by surface and 

bed elevations from BedMap2 [Fretwell et al., 2013]. We use ablation (�̇�) and surface velocity 

measurements (𝑢Z) from four stakes installed within 500 m of the flowline from 1997 to 2010 

(Figure 4.1a and Figure 4.2a) [Spaulding et al., 2012]. No stake measurements exist within 10 km 

of the ice divide, so we assume that the velocity decreases linearly to zero at the divide. Dadic et 

al. [2015] estimated a long-term accumulation rate of 7.5 mm/a from a shallow ice core, but 
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accumulation rates likely vary spatially and temporally [Bintanja, 1999; Spaulding et al., 2012]. 

For simplicity, we assume a constant, present-day accumulation rate across the accumulation zone, 

�̇�4, which we vary from 5 to 14 mm water equivalent per year (mmWE/a) in 1 mmWE/a increments 

to assess model sensitivity. 

Surface velocity and mass balance likely changed through time. Accumulation rates have 

been shown to decrease by ~30-50% during glacial periods at other East Antarctica sites 

[Watanabe et al., 2003; Masson-Delmotte et al., 2010]. The change in sublimation rates during 

glacial periods, however, remains less clear [Bintanja, 1999; Dadic et al., 2013]. We assume that 

snow accumulation rates decrease by 50% during glacial periods and that ablation rates remain 

constant through time. Surface velocities also likely varied due to changes in surface mass balance, 

ice temperature, and glacier geometry. To match the age of meteorites exposed at the surface in 

the Allan Hills Near Western Ice Field, Grinsted et al. [2003] found that present-day velocities 

must have decreased by 75% during glacial periods. We vary the ratio of glacial to present-day 

velocities, 𝑟, from 0 to 1 in 0.1 increments to assess the sensitivity of our results to this parameter. 

Glacial periods are determined using the MIS record from the EPICA Dome C ice core [EPICA 

Community Members, 2004]. 

To assess model performance for the 110 different combinations of present-day 

accumulation rate (�̇�4) and the ratio of glacial to present-day velocities (𝑟), we compare the 

modeled ages to the picked layer ages to determine the model misfit 𝑀 

𝑀(�̇�4, 𝑟) = �&
Q
∑ (𝑡(𝑖) − 𝑡A(𝑖))MQ
+�& ,       (4.7) 

where 𝑡(𝑖) is the measured age of layer 𝑖 at depth 𝑧(𝑖) and 𝑡A(𝑖) is its modeled age. The number 

of layers 𝑛 varies along the flowline. We calculate model misfit from 𝑥 = 0 to 𝑥 = 19 km to avoid 

biasing our results by high model misfit values in the ablation zone, where we are less interested 
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in the depth-age scale. High model misfit values in the ablation zone do not affect the upstream 

model performance. 

4.4 Results 

Figure 4.2 shows the measured and modeled depth-age scales for Radar Track 1. We test 

the sensitivity of the modeled depth-age scale to the present-day accumulation rate (�̇�4) and the 

ratio of glacial to present-day velocities (𝑟). Different combinations of �̇�4 and 𝑟 produce similar 

model misfit values 𝑀 of 8-10 ka, as shown in Figure 4.3a. An increase in �̇�4 requires a decrease 

in 𝑟 to match the age constraints. The modeled depth-age scale is relatively insensitive to the 

chosen model parameters. Figure 4.3b shows the depth-age scale for different best-fit 

combinations of �̇�4 and 𝑟 at 𝑥 = 16 km (star in Figure 4.1d; 76° 44.184’ S, 159° 4.004’ E). At this 

location, 500-ka ice is 65-70 m above the bed and 1-Ma ice is 31-33 m above the bed for all best-

fit model combinations. The temporal resolution of the depth-age scale at this location is ~1 ka/m 

at 250 ka, ~4 ka/m at 500 ka, ~23 ka/m at 750 ka, and ~38 ka/m at 1 Ma. For the rest of the basin, 

500-ka ice is 55-70 m above the bed and 1-Ma ice is 25-35 m above the bed (Figure C.2).  

Given modern observations of accumulation rates and surface velocities [Spaulding et al., 

2012; Dadic et al., 2015], our results imply a significant decrease in surface velocity during glacial 

periods (Figure 4.3). For a present-day accumulation rate of �̇�4 = 7 mmWE/a, surface velocity 

must have decreased to 80% of present-day values during glacial periods (𝑟 = 0.8); for a present-

day accumulation rate of �̇�4 = 10 mmWE/a, velocity must have decreased to 30% of present-day 

values (𝑟 = 0.3).  

This decrease in surface velocity is confirmed by the near-surface internal stratigraphy, as 

shown in Figure 4.4. Near the surface in Layer 1, a positive thickness anomaly forms after the 
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bedrock bump at 𝑥 = 7	km (Figure 4.4a, c), perhaps due to enhanced flow convergence or snow 

accumulation. The thickness anomaly is then buried and advected downstream. By measuring how 

far this anomaly has moved over a given time interval, we can determine its velocity. The thickness 

anomaly is 12 km downstream in Layer 5, which is bound by isochrones with ages of 89 ka and 

97 ka, implying a near-surface velocity of ~0.13 m/a, roughly 30% of present-day velocities over 

the basin [Spaulding et al., 2012]. In the flowline model, if we similarly decrease surface velocities 

to 30% of their present-day values during glacial periods (𝑟 = 0.3), the model produces a similar 

downstream progression in layer thickness (Figure 4.4b, d).  

4.5 Discussion 

Ice-core drilling in blue ice areas has the potential to replicate and extend the existing ice-

core record back beyond 800 ka. Low accumulation rates, thin ice cover, and slow flow promote 

the preservation of old ice in these regions [Spaulding et al., 2012]. Together with previous 

modeling studies in blue ice areas [Grinsted et al., 2003; Moore et al., 2006], our results show that 

surface velocities were slower in the past, and consequently, ice older than expected from modern 

ice-flow observations is likely present. Blue ice areas, however, are also frequently characterized 

by complex flow as ice interacts with steep basal topography [Zwinger et al., 2014], which can 

result in spatial variations in the extent of old ice (Figure 4.1d) or stratigraphically disturbed ice 

[Higgins et al., 2015]. Hence, even with evidence of very old ice from exposed tephra layers, 

meteorites, and discrete ice samples [Dunbar et al., 1995; Higgins et al., 2015; Yan et al., 2017], 

careful site selection is necessary to ensure the retrieval of a continuous, undisturbed ice-core 

record. 

Our results identify a potential region for a continuous, 1-Ma record from the AH MIF 

accumulation zone (star in Figure 4.1d; 76° 44.184’ S, 159° 4.004’ E). While stratigraphically 
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disturbed ice has been recovered near BIT-58 (Figure 4.1a) [Higgins et al., 2015], our radargrams 

reveal undisturbed internal stratigraphy to at least 900-m depth in the basin 5-10 km upstream, 

with no evidence of discontinuities near the surface due to erosion (Figure 4.1b) [Winter et al., 

2016]. Our flow model predicts 1-Ma ice 25-35 m above the bed in this basin. These results 

indicate that it may be possible to acquire a continuous, 1-Ma ice-core record near steep basal 

topography, which suggests that the current criteria for selecting a 1-Ma+ ice-core site should be 

expanded to include these regions [Fischer et al., 2013; van Liefferinge and Pattyn, 2013]. 

Significant thinning as ice flows out of this basin may help explain the stratigraphically disturbed 

ice near BIT-58.  

The lack of radar-detected layers near the base of the ice makes it difficult to assess whether 

1-Ma ice near the bed is disturbed. The oldest radar-detected englacial layer at EPICA Dome C 

was ~500 ka [Winter et al., 2017], but the ice-core record was continuous to 800 ka [EPICA 

Community Members, 2004]. Ice retrieved within 60 m of the bed at EPICA Dome C could not be 

stratigraphically interpreted [Tison et al., 2015]. If layers are continuous to 60 m above the bed in 

the AH MIF, our model predicts a continuous record through ~500 ka. Basal ice in the AH MIF is 

likely colder that at EPICA Dome C [Tison et al., 2015]; Higgins et al. [2015] found no evidence 

that the bed had chemically or physically altered ice collected 5 m above the bed at BIT-58. At 

Taylor Dome, where basal conditions are more similar to those in the AH MIF, the ice-core record 

was continuous to 24 m above the bed [Steig et al., 2000]. If layers are continuous to 24 m above 

the bed in the AH MIF, then a continuous, 1-Ma ice-core record may be preserved. 

The temporal resolution of 1-Ma ice in an AH MIF ice core (~38 ka/m) will be less than 

that from other proposed 1-Ma+ sites where the ice thickness is much greater [e.g., 10 ka/m for 

1.5-Ma ice near Dome C in Parrenin et al., 2017]. It is difficult to evaluate whether the AH MIF 
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record will have sufficient temporal resolution to resolve 41-ka glacial cycles at 1 Ma [Fischer et 

al., 2013; Bereiter et al., 2014]. However, the emergence of new analytic methods and 

measurements [e.g., Bender et al., 2008; NEEM Community Members, 2013; Buizert et al., 2014; 

Higgins et al., 2015; Baggenstos et al., 2017; Yan et al., 2017] is enabling the extraction of 

paleoclimate records from low-resolution, stratigraphically disturbed ice. Hence, even if the basal 

section of the AH MIF ice core is stratigraphically disturbed, it may still be possible to untangle 

the paleoclimate record using these methods. 

At the very least, the AH MIF should provide a continuous, high-resolution record through 

MIS 11. Only three ice-core records (Dome Fuji, Vostok, EPICA Dome C) currently extend 

through this time interval [Petit et al., 1999; EPICA Community Members, 2004], and none of 

these records are located in the Ross Sea Sector. An ice core from the AH MIF could help constrain 

the behavior of the Ross Ice Shelf and West Antarctic Ice Sheet during the closest-known analogue 

for the present-day interglacial period [Howard, 1997; Loutre and Berger, 2003].   

4.6 Conclusions 

We combined an ice-flow model, ice-penetrating radar, and existing age constraints to 

assess past ice flow in the Allan Hills Main Ice Field. Using the approach outlined above, we found 

that surface velocities were 30% of modern-day values during the last glacial period, indicating 

that older ice than expected from modern field observations is likely present. Our results reveal a 

potential drill site for a continuous, 1-Ma ice-core record from the Allan Hills Main Ice Field, with 

1-Ma ice 25-35 m above the bed. This site does not meet current criteria used in the search for 1-

Ma+ ice-core sites, indicating that rugged topography should not disqualify potential ice-core sites 

evaluated in future studies. While 1-Ma ice at this site may be stratigraphically disturbed, the 

proposed drill site should provide a continuous record through at least Marine Isotope Stage 11.  
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Figure 4.1. Allan Hills Main Ice Field, East Antarctica. (a) Map showing ice-penetrating radar 

transects (black curves), ice cores (red circles) [Spaulding et al., 2013; Higgins et al., 2015], stakes 

(blue circles) [Spaulding et al., 2012], and surface velocities (blue vectors) [Spaulding et al., 

2012]. Black dashed curve extends Radar Track 1 to the local ice divide. Black arrow indicates 

South direction. Surface-elevation contours from BedMap2 (light gray lines) are shown every 10 

m [Fretwell et al., 2013]. Background image is a Landsat 8 image from 12 January 2016. 

Coordinates system is Antarctica Polar Stereographic. (b) Ice-penetrating radar data along Radar 

Track 4, annotated to show locations of surface ice ages (red circles) as well as ice core S27 (black 

line), and (c) picked layer ages (colors) and bed (black dashed curve) along Radar Track 4. (d) 

Height of 105-ka ice above the bed. Bed-elevation contours from BedMap2 (black lines) are shown 

every 100 m. Star indicates the proposed drill site shown in Figure 4.3b. 
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Figure 4.2. Measured and modeled depth-age scale for Radar Track 1. (a) Present-day surface 

velocity (𝑢Z) and surface mass balance (�̇�) linearly interpolated from measured values (colored 

circles) from Spaulding et al. [2012], (b) measured depth-age scale, and (c) modeled depth-age 

scale. Black curves in (b) indicate undated, picked layers. For this model run, the present-day 

accumulation rate (�̇�4) is 10 mmWE/a and surface velocities decrease to 30% of their present-day 

values during glacial periods (𝑟 = 0.3).  
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Figure 4.3. Model sensitivity to the present-day accumulation rate (�̇�4) and the ratio of glacial to 

present-day velocities (𝑟). (a) Model misfit 𝑀 and (b) measured (points) and modeled (lines) 

depth-age scales for the proposed drill site at 𝑥 = 16 km (red star in Figure 4.1d).   
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Figure 4.4. (a) Dated radiostratigraphy and (b) model-derived age structure along Radar Track 1. 

The thickness of discrete stratigraphic packages seen in the data (shaded in a) and reproduced by 

the flowline model (shaded in b) has been plotted in (c) and (d) respectively, normalized to the 

mean package thickness. Panels (c) and (d) highlight the apparent propagation of a thickness 

anomaly downstream through time, seen in the youngest layers at 𝑥 = 7 km. The rate of anomaly 

propagation, deduced from dated isochrones and validated using the flowline model, implies that 

surface velocities were 30% of modern observed velocities during the last glacial period.   
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Chapter 5. Summary and future work 

In the following chapter, I summarize the main findings of this dissertation and provide 

suggestions for future work.  

5.1 Dynamics of Helheim and Kangerlussuaq Glaciers, Southeast Greenland 

In Chapter 2, I showed that Helheim and Kangerlussuaq behaved differently on a seasonal 

and interannual timescale from 2008 to 2016. Kangerlussuaq’s floating ice tongue calved large, 

tabular icebergs, while Helheim’s lightly grounded terminus calved small, non-tabular icebergs. 

Furthermore, seasonal speedups and dynamic thinning at Helheim corresponded with variations in 

terminus position, while the relationship between glacier speed, surface elevation, and terminus 

position at Kangerlussuaq was less clear. Based on these observations, I suggested that the 

dynamics of Helheim and Kangerlussuaq differed because of differences in the spatial extent of 

floating ice near their termini.  

Given that seasonal dynamic thinning and thickening can alter the spatial extent of floating 

ice near the terminus, it is possible that these variations may be important for the long-term 

evolution of these glaciers. For example, is a tidewater glacier more sensitive to surface melt or 

ice-mélange weakening during a particular time of the year? Future work should be directed 

towards understanding the effects of seasonal dynamic thinning and thickening on the long-term 

evolution of Greenland tidewater glaciers.  

In Chapter 3, I showed that basal conditions at Helheim and Kangerlussuaq varied spatially 

and temporally from 2001 to 2016. I used four forward models to test the sensitivity of the inferred 

basal shear stress to the choice of forward model, showing that some patterns remained consistent 

across all models and others did not. All four models showed that the basal shear stress across 

lower Helheim and Kangerlussuaq remained relatively constant or decreased during terminus-
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driven speedups, suggesting that the changes in stress balance associated with terminus retreat 

were supported outside of the regions of fast flow. I found that the inferred relationship between 

the basal shear stress and basal velocity was generally inconsistent with a Weertman basal sliding 

law or Mohr-Coulomb parameterization and instead suggested that a spatially variable basal 

sliding law may be more appropriate. 

Future work should be directed towards better understanding the form of the basal sliding 

law under Greenland tidewater glaciers. While this is easier said than done, I have a few 

suggestions. The results of this dissertation indicate that snapshot inversions throughout a glacier’s 

multiyear evolution can be a useful tool in characterizing the basal sliding law. Thus far, most 

studies that have employed snapshot inversions [e.g., Joughin et al., 2012; Habermann et al., 2013] 

have investigated changes in basal conditions during retreat, speedup, and thinning. How do basal 

conditions vary during periods of advance, slowdown, and thickening? By investigating changes 

in basal conditions during different phases of a glacier’s evolution, we may learn something new 

about the basal sliding law. Furthermore, the detailed timeseries of surface velocity and elevation 

measurements that are now available at Helheim, Kangerlussuaq, and Jakobshavn provide a unique 

opportunity to test which basal sliding laws are most consistent with the observational record. 

Prognostic simulations should not only help constrain the form of the basal sliding law but also 

provide insight into the potential implications of different basal sliding laws for the future 

evolution of these glaciers. 

5.2 Dynamics of the Allan Hills Blue Ice Area, East Antarctica 

In Chapter 4, I determined a potential location to drill a million-year-old ice core in the 

Allan Hills Blue Ice Area and showed that the englacial stratigraphy likely suggested that glacier 

velocity was 30% of present-day values during the last glaciation. These results were based on an 
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analysis of ice-penetrating radar data, age constraints, and surface-velocity measurements within 

10 km of the proposed drill site. The ice dynamics further upstream remain poorly understood, and 

consequently I had to make several assumptions about the upstream region for this analysis. Future 

work should be directed towards better understanding the region upstream; ice-penetrating radar 

data should be collected to investigate the internal stratigraphy and bed geometry, and stakes 

should be installed to determine surface velocities and thereby the origin of the ice in the Allan 

Hills. With additional data, a more physically-based ice-flow model could be used to validate the 

results in this dissertation.  
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APPENDIX A 

 
This section is the supplement for Chapter 2, “Seasonal and interannual variabilities in 

terminus position, glacier velocity, and surface elevation at Helheim and Kangerlussuaq Glaciers 

from 2008 to 2016” authored by L. M. Kehrl, I. Joughin, D. E. Shean, D. Floricioiu, and L. Krieger, 

as it appears in Journal of Geophysical Research: Earth Surface 2017. 

A.1 Assumption of negligible basal melt 

To estimate surface-elevation change rates using the flux-gate method, we assumed that 

basal melt is negligible. In this section, we discuss the validity of this assumption and the potential 

uncertainty that it introduces into our surface-elevation change rate estimates. The basal melt rate 

over grounded ice, �̇�, can be estimated from 

�̇� = &
¦§¨

(𝜏>𝑢> − 𝑘b
f©
fi
|b + 𝑘+

f©
fi
|+9,        (A.1) 

where 𝜌 is the ice density (917 kg m-3), 𝐿� is the latent heat of fusion (335,000 J kg-1), 𝜏> 

is the basal shear stress, 𝑢> is the sliding speed, 𝑘b is the thermal conductivity of the rock (3.3 W 

m-1 K-1) , f©
fi
|b is the temperature gradient in the rock, 𝑘+ is the thermal conductivity of the ice (2.1 

W m-1 K-1), and f©
fi
|+ is the temperature gradient in the ice [Cuffey and Paterson, 2010]. The first 

term indicates melt due to frictional heat generated by basal sliding and the second two terms 

indicate melt due to conduction. Frictional heat should generate much larger melt rates beneath a 

grounded tidewater glacier than heat conduction. Consequently, if we neglect the last two terms 

and use reasonable values of 𝜏>= 40 kPa [Shapero et al., 2016] and 𝑢>= 7 km yr-1 for Helheim 

Glacier, the basal melt rate should be about 0.6 cm d-1. Even if the basal shear stress 𝜏> is closer 

to the driving stress (~150-200 kPa), the basal melt rate should be less than ~3 cm d-1, which is 
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within our uncertainty estimates of 3-5 cm d-1 for glacier surface-elevation change rates (Figure 

A.2). 

A.2 Surface-elevation change rate error estimates 

Both changes in the surface-velocity gradient (i.e., longitudinal strain rate) and the ice-

thickness gradient can affect the surface-elevation change rate, dh/dt (Equation 2.1). To highlight 

the importance of these two terms, we report both the relative velocity between the outflow and 

inflow boundaries, 𝑢4 − 𝑢+, and the relative thickness between the two boundaries, 𝐻®+ − 𝐻®4, in 

this section. The bar denotes the average value over the middle 4-km of the boundary. We average 

values over 4 km to avoid the shear margins, where our velocity measurements tend to be less 

accurate.  

Figures A.3 and A.4 show the surface-elevation change rate, the relative velocity between 

the boundaries, the relative ice thickness, and the ice flux at the two boundaries for Helheim and 

Kangerlussuaq, respectively. At both glaciers, a change in relative velocity of 100 m yr-1 altered 

dh/dt by ~5-8 cm d-1. In comparison, increasing or decreasing the ice thickness between the two 

boundaries by 5 m altered dh/dt by ~2 cm d-1. Given the observed changes in glacier velocity and 

ice thickness, the elevation changes appear to have been largely driven by changes in glacier 

velocity, rather than by changes in ice thickness.  
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Figure A.1. Example of (a) a tabular iceberg-calving episode (7 March 2014) and (b) a non-tabular 

iceberg-calving episode (1 May 2014) at Helheim. Both images are from Landsat 8. 
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Figure A.2. Comparison of surface-elevation change rates, dh/dt, using the DEM and flux-gate 

methods. The RMS difference was 3 cm d-1 for Helheim and 5 cm d-1 for Kangerlussuaq. Black 

line indicates a 1:1 ratio. 
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Figure A.3. (a) Surface-elevation change rates, dh/dt, at Helheim from the DEM and flux-gate 

methods for the hatched region in Figure 2.1a. The gray curve indicates the expected surface-

elevation change rate due to surface mass balance processes from RACMO2.3. (b) Relative 

difference in the velocity between the outflow and inflow boundaries, (c) relative difference in the 

surface elevation between the inflow and outflow boundaries, and (d) ice flux through the inflow 

and outflow boundaries. Gray vertical bars indicate periods of surface runoff. 
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Figure A.4. Surface-elevation change rates at Kangerlussuaq for the hatched region in Figure 2.2b. 

Subpanels are the same as in Figure A.3. 
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APPENDIX B 

 
This section is the supplement for Chapter 3, “Basal conditions for Helheim and 

Kangerlussuaq Glaciers, Southeast Greenland, from 2001 to 2016” authored by L. Kehrl, I. 

Joughin, B.E. Smith, and I. M. Howat. 

 

 

 

Figure B.1. Depth-averaged temperature at (a) KG and (c) HG. Temperature profiles at sample 

points A and B are shown in (b) and at sample points C and D in (d). 
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Figure B.2. Data-model misfit for HG. (a,b) L-curves show model norm 𝐽bSc versus data-model 

misfit 𝐽4 for different values of the regularization parameter 𝜆 for (a) SSA-MT and (b) FS-MT. 

Yellow stars indicate the chosen regularization parameter for SSA-MT and SSA-CT (𝜆 = 1𝑒13) 

and for FS-MT and FS-CT (𝜆 = 1𝑒12). (c) Mean absolute residual between modeled and observed 

velocities binned by velocity 𝑢4>Z every 100 m yr-1 for SSA-CT (orange), SSA-MT (red), FS-CT 

(cyan), and FS-MT (blue). Shaded bars show the 90th percentile range. Mean absolute residuals 

are similar to the expected error for TSX velocity estimates (black line) for 𝑢4>Z > 1 km yr-1. 

Inversions in (a–c) are constrained by observations from 16 March 2012 (d) Data-model misfit 𝐽4 

for all inversions from 2001 to 2016. 
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Figure B.3. (a) Inferred basal shear stress 𝜏> and (b-e) residual between modeled and measured 

velocities for HG for 16 March 2012. Rows use a single basal friction coefficient field inferred 

from (1) FS-CT, (2) FS-MT, (3) SSA-CT, and (4) SSA-MT. Columns (b-e) indicate the forward 

model used for each steady-state simulation: (b) FS-CT, (c) FS-MT, (d) SSA-CT, (e) SSA-MT. 
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For example, subpanel c1 shows a steady-state simulation using the FS-CT forward model with an 

inferred basal friction coefficient from FS-MT. The mean absolute residual (MAR) is calculated 

for the region where the observed velocity is greater than 1 km yr-1, as indicated by the dashed 

curve. Low MAR values are expected for subpanels b1, c2, d3, and e4, which use the same forward 

model as the model used to infer the basal friction coefficient. 
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Figure B.4. Basal shear stress at KG for all snapshot inversions using FS-CT. 
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Figure B.5. Basal shear stress at KG for all snapshot inversions using FS-MT. 
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Figure B.6. Basal shear stress at KG for all snapshot inversions using SSA-CT. 
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Figure B.7. Basal shear stress at KG for all snapshot inversions using SSA-MT. 
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Figure B.8. Basal shear stress at HG for all snapshot inversions using FS-CT. 
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Figure B.9. Basal shear stress at HG for all snapshot inversions using FS-MT. 
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Figure B.10. Basal shear stress at HG for all snapshot inversions using SSA-CT. 
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Figure B.11. Basal shear stress at HG for all snapshot inversions using SSA-MT. 
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Date Surface elevation Surface velocity 
12 July 2001 ASTER20010712, ASTER20010703 HOWAT2001-07 
1 Aug 2003 ASTER20030801, ASTER20030630 HOWAT2003-07, HOWAT2003-08 

21 June 2005 ASTER20050621, ASTER20050616 HOWAT2005-06 
31 Aug 2005 ASTER20050831, ASTER20050721 HOWAT2005-08 
5 May 2006 ASTER20060505, ASTER20060428 HOWAT2006-04, HOWAT2006-05 
8 July 2006 ASTER20060708, ASTER20060716 HOWAT2006-06, HOWAT2006-07 

19 Sept 2006 ASTER20060919, ASTER20060903 HOWAT2006-09 
28 July 2007 SPIRIT20070728 HOWAT2007-08, HOWAT2007-07 
17 Aug 2009 ASTER20090817, ASTER20090815 TSX20090820, TSX20090809, TSX20090830 
3 June 2010 ASTER20100603 TSX20100613 
8 Mar 2011 WV20110308, WV20110311, WV 20110318 TSX20110315 
8 July 2011 TDM20110708, WV20110708 TSX20110702, TSX20110719, TSX20110621 

26 Aug 2011 WV20110826, WV20110824 TSX20110827, TSX20110816, TSX20110907 
6 Nov 2011 TDM20111106 TSX20111111, TSX20111015 

13 Feb 2012 TDM20120213 TSX20120207, TSX20120219 
22 May 2012 TDM20120522 TSX20120511 
12 Oct 2012 TDM20121012 TSX20121017, TSX20120925 
17 Dec 2012 TDM20121217 TSX20121211, TSX20121223, TSX20121201 
10 Feb 2013 TDM20130210 TSX20130204, TSX20130215, TSX20130124 
14 July 2013 TDM20130714 TSX20130708, TSX20130725 

4 Oct 2013 TDM20131004 TSX20131026 
4 Dec 2013 TDM20131204 TSX20131128, TSX20131209, TSX20131117 

13 Feb 2014 TDM20140213 TSX20140203, TSX20140225 
8 Aug 2015 WV20150808, WV20150814, WV20150818 TSX20150806, TSX20150817, TSX20150726 

 

Table B.1. Surface-elevation and -velocity data sources for KG. Surface-elevation measurements 

are from ASTER [Howat et al., 2007], SPIRIT [Korona et al., 2009], Worldview (WV), and 

TanDEM-X (TDM) [Kehrl et al., 2017]. Surface-velocity measurements are derived from optical 

feature tracking of ASTER and Landsat images (HOWAT) [Howat, 2017] and from speckle 

tracking of TerraSAR-X and TanDEM-X radar images (TSX) [Joughin et al., 2010a, 2016]. 
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Date Surface elevation Surface velocity 
8 Mar 2004 ASTER20040803, ASTER20040718, 

ASTER20040623 
HOWAT2004-08, HOWAT2004-07 

29 Aug 2005 ASTER20050829, ASTER20050712, 
ASTER20050619 

HOWAT2005-09, HOWAT2005-07 

25 Aug 2006 ASTER20060825, ASTER20060830 HOWAT2006-09, HOWAT2006-07 
12 Sept 2007 SPIRIT20070912 HOWAT2007-08, HOWAT2007-09 
14 Aug 2008 ASTER20080814, ASTER20080803 TSX20080901 
24 June 2010 ASTER20100624, ASTER20100601 TSX20100622, TSX20100703 
19 Mar 2011 WV20110319, WV20110615 TSX20110314 
15 June 2011 TDM20110615 TSX20110609, TSX20110621 
28 Aug 2011 WV20110828, WV20110615 TSX20110826, TSX20110905, TSX20110815 
16 Nov 2011 TDM20111116 TSX20111122 
16 Mar 2012 TDM20120316 TSX20120311, TSX20120327, TSX 

20120228 
25 June 2012 WV20120624, WV20120629, WV20120513 TSX20120624, TSX20120709 

8 Sept 2012 TDM20120908 TSX20120903, TSX20120822, TSX20120924 
5 Dec 2012 TDM20121205 TSX20121129, TSX20121210 
9 Feb 2013 TDM20130209 TSX20130205, TSX20130215 

8 May 2013 TDM20130508 TSX20130513 
4 Aug 2013 TDM20130804 TSX20130730, TSX20130821 
31 Oct 2013 TDM20131031 TSX20131111, TSX20131014 
27 Jan 2014 TDM20140127 TSX20140202, TSX20140117 
9 May 2014 WV20140509, WV20140611, WV20140418, 

TDM20130508 
TSX20140512, TSX20140523, TSX20140419 

31 July 2014 WV20140731, TDM20130804 TSX20140723, TSX20140807 

 

Table B.2. Surface-elevation and -velocity data sources for HG. See Table B.1 for a description of 

abbreviations. 
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Region Model Correlation Coefficient P-value 
Lower KG FS-CT – 0.88 0.000 

FS-MT – 0.81 0.000 
SSA-CT – 0.83 0.000 
SSA-MT – 0.80 0.000 

Upper KG FS-CT + 0.09 0.666 
FS-MT – 0.16 0.452 
SSA-CT + 0.60 0.002 
SSA-MT + 0.60 0.002 

Combined KG  FS-CT – 0.35 0.093 
FS-MT – 0.51 0.011 
SSA-CT + 0.36 0.083 
SSA-MT + 0.46 0.026 

 

Table B.3. Pearson correlation coefficients and p-values for the relationship between the basal 

shear stress and basal velocity at KG for the lower glacier, upper glacier, and combined region of 

fast flow. 

 

 

Region Model Correlation Coefficient P-value 
Lower HG FS-CT – 0.87 0.000 

FS-MT – 0.78 0.000 
SSA-CT – 0.27 0.245 
SSA-MT – 0.27 0.232 

Upper HG FS-CT – 0.06 0.804 
FS-MT + 0.54 0.011 
SSA-CT + 0.80 0.000 
SSA-MT + 0.82 0.000 

Combined HG  FS-CT – 0.66 0.001 
FS-MT – 0.04 0.860 
SSA-CT + 0.58 0.006 
SSA-MT + 0.62 0.003 

 

Table B.4. Pearson correlation coefficients and p-values for the relationship between the basal 

shear stress and basal velocity at HG for the lower glacier, upper glacier, and combined region of 

fast flow. 
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APPENDIX C 

 
This section is the supplement for Chapter 4, “Evaluating the duration and continuity of 

potential climate records from the Allan Hills Blue Ice Area, East Antarctica” authored by L. 

Kehrl, H. Conway, N. Holschuh, S. Campbell, A.V. Kurbatov, and N.E. Spaulding, as it appears 

in Geophysical Research Letters 2018. 

 Uncertainty estimates for radar-detected layer ages 

Several sources of error contribute to uncertainties in the inferred layer ages. First, 

Spaulding et al. [2013] developed age scales for the S27 horizontal and vertical ice cores by 

comparing stable water isotope records from the cores to the EPICA Dome C record [EPICA 

Community Members, 2004]; timescales developed from stable water isotope analysis typically 

have uncertainties of 6 ka [Bender et al., 1994; Petit et al., 1999]. The S27 age scale is then linearly 

interpolated to assign ages to the englacial layers, which likely leads to an underestimation of layer 

ages [Fudge et al., 2014]. To quantify errors due to the interpolation, assumed electromagnetic 

wave speeds, and depth resolution of the radar system (1/4 wavelength or ~6 m) [Cavitte et al., 

2016], we extrapolate the depth-age scale from Radar Track 4 along different across-flow tracks 

(Radar Tracks A-F) to determine multiple ages for each picked layer in the along-flow tracks 

(Radar Tracks 1-3). The average age difference for the 43 picked layers with multiple ages is 2 ka, 

with a maximum difference of 6 ka (Figure C.1). We calculate the total age uncertainty as the root-

mean-square combination of the uncertainty from the S27 age scale and from the radar reflections, 

providing a cumulative error estimate of 7 ka. 
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Figure C.1. Average age difference for the 43 picked layers with multiple ages. Average age 

difference increases with layer age.     

 

 
Figure C.2. Height of (a) 500-ka and (b) 1-Ma ice above the bed along the flowline. In the basin 

from 𝑥 = 7 to 𝑥 = 19 km, the best-fit models indicate that 500-ka ice should be 55-70 m above 

the bed and 1-Ma ice should be 25-35 m above the bed.  
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